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This thesis describes the measurement of differential Drell-Yan (DY) cross sec-
tion with respect to the dilepton mass with a range from 15GeV to 3000GeV
in the dimuon and dielectron channel, which provides a precise test of the stan-
dard model and the improvement of the understanding of the proton structure.
This is the first DY measurement at the center of mass energy of 13TeV over a
wide dilepton mass range from the region below Z resonance to the TeV scale.
The results are based on the data from the proton-proton collision collected by
the Compact Muon Solenoid detector at Large Hadron Collider, correspond-
ing to an integrated luminosity of 2.8 (2.3)fb−1 for the dimuon (dielectron)
channel. The differential cross sections with the corrections for the kinematic
acceptance and the final state radiation (FSR) effect in the individual channels
are presented. Another version of the results without the acceptance and FSR
corrections is also presented to minimize the uncertainties from theoretical
inputs. The results in the full phase space of the two channels are combined
to have better precision after taking into account the correlations between
channels and measurement bins. The presented results are compared to the
next-to and next-to-next-to-leading order predictions at perturbative quan-
tum chromodynamics, and the experimental results are in agreement with the
theoretical predictions within associated uncertainties.
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Since the atomic theory of Democritus in Ancient Greece, the idea on the indi-
visible constituents of everything in the universe fascinates physicists through
the history of physics. Their efforts enable to finally develop one of the success-
ful theories for the fundamental particles and their interactions in the modern
particle physics, the standard model (SM). The SM explains the matters in
the universe as the composition of a few elementary particles, the quarks and
leptons. Their interactions are described by the quantum chromodynamics
(QCD) for the strong interaction and the electroweak theory which unifies the
electromagnetic and weak interactions. Furthermore, the origin of the mass
of the elementary particles is explained by the Higgs mechanism. The predic-
tions by the SM have been consistent with various experimental results. The
discovery of W and Z boson from the Super Proton Synchrotron, the precision
measurements for the electroweak observables from Large Electron-Positron
Collider, and the discovery of the top quark by Collider Detector at Fermilab
and D0 experiments are the famous examples of the success achieved by the
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SM before the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) era.
However, still there are many open questions that cannot be explained
by the SM, including the existence of the dark matter, non-zero mass of the
neutrino predicted by the neutrino flavor oscillation, the asymmetry of matter
and anti-matter in the universe, unification with the gravitational force, and
so on. Therefore, the LHC, the largest particle collider in the world with the
highest center of mass energy, has been built and started to operate since 2010
to find hints of the new physics beyond the SM (BSM) as well as the discovery
of the last piece of the SM, Higgs boson. The latter one was accomplished by
the A Toroidal LHC Apparatus (ATLAS) and Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS)
collaborations in 2012, but there was no clear evidence found of new physics
so far. Therefore, the efforts for the discovery of BSM is still ongoing and they
are performed in two ways in general. The first one is the direct search for the
feature of new physics like a resonance produced by a hypothetical particle
predicted in BSM. The other way is the precision measurement of physics
quantities in various physics processes. It provides the test of the validity of
the SM with high precision. If a deviation between the SM prediction and the
experimental result is found, it could provide a indirect hint of new physics.
The measurement of the cross section of the Drell-Yan (DY) process is one
of the well-known precision measurements in experimental particle physics.
The DY process in LHC is the process that produces two leptons in the final
state from the decay of the Z boson or virtual photon, made by the anni-
hilation of quark and anti-quark pair from two colliding protons. Due to its
simple topology, the theoretical prediction of its production rate (cross sec-
tion) by the SM is already well established up to next-to-next-to-leading order
at perturbative QCD not only for the inclusive but also for the differential
cross sections with respect to various observables. In the experimental side,
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the cross section can precisely be measured due to its clean signature on parti-
cle detectors, which leads the high detection efficiency and resolution of lepton
momentum. Therefore, the measurement of the differential DY cross section
can provide a precise test of the SM.
Furthermore, the cross section results can contribute to improve the un-
derstanding on the structure of the proton. According to the SM, the proton
is composed of quarks and gluons binded by the strong interaction. Their
quantitative distributions cannot be computed with the perturbative QCD,
and therefore it should be determined by fitting many experimental data. As
the DY process occurs via the annihilation of quark and anti-quark, the dif-
ferential cross section results can provide the information of the quark and
anti-quark distribution in various energy scale. Because the knowledge on the
structure of the proton is a vital ingredient to interpret the data collected in
proton-proton collision in LHC, the improvement on the understanding of the
proton structure has a global impact in LHC physics programs. IN parallel,
the improved precision on DY production rate will increase the sensitivity for
new physics searches with lepton final states where the DY process is one of
the major backgrounds.
Due to its importance, the differential DY cross sections have been con-
tinuously measured in CMS using the data collected with the center of mass
energy of 7 and 8TeV. This thesis presents the latest result with the new cen-
ter of mass energy, 13TeV, using the data collected by CMS detector in 2015
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of about 3fb−1. The cross section
is measured with respect to the dilepton mass over a wide range from 15GeV
to 3000GeV in the dimuon and dielectron channels.
The structure of the thesis is following. In chapter 2, the theoretical back-
ground behind the measurement is discussed. First of all, the standard model
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is described, and the description on the current understanding of the proton
structure is followed as well as its history. The theoretical cross section of
the DY process and the motivation of its measurement are explained in the
later section. In chapter 3, the LHC is introduced with its particle accelera-
tion method and the particle detectors inside of it. The section for the CMS
detector is followed with the details on each subsystem from the innermost to
outermost subdetectors, as well as the trigger and data acquisition system. In
chapter 4, the reconstruction algorithm of various physics objects is discussed.
A special algorithm for the global event reconstruction is firstly introduced,
and the details on the reconstruction of each object are followed. The analysis
details are presented from chapter 5 to chapter 8. In chapter 5, the overview
of the analysis is briefly introduced, and the description on the event selection
method is followed as well as the data and MC samples. The procedure of the
background estimation is illustrated in the last section. Chapter 6 is dedicated
to the corrections applied to the signal yield from the data. It includes the
corrections for the detector resolution, acceptance and efficiency, and the final
state radiation effects. After the discussion on the estimation of the systematic
uncertainty in chapter 7, the differential cross section results are presented in
chapter 8. The procedure of the combination between two channels is also
described with the combined results. Finally, in chapter 9, the contents are




2.1 The Standard Model of particle physics
The standard model (SM) is one of the most successful theories to describe the
interactions between the fundamental particles that compose the matter of the
universe. In this section, the list of the fundemantal particles and their interac-
tions are introduced, and the description on the SM Lagrangian which explains
how the interactions works will be followed, including the Higgs mechanism.
2.1.1 Fundamental particles and their interactions
In SM, the fundamental constituents of the matter in the universe are the
quarks and leptons with spin 12 (fermions). The quarks (q), which can inter-
act via all fundamental interactions in the SM (strong, electromagnetic and
weak interactions), compose the bound states via strong interaction like meson
(quark and anti-quark bound states) and baryon (three quark bound states).
The proton and neutron, the constituent of the nucleus of atoms, are the fa-
mous example of the baryon. In contrast, leptons are not subjected to strong
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interaction. Also, some of leptons called neutrino (ν) does not have the electric
charge and it only interacts via weak interaction. The example of the lepton
is the electron, which is also a constituent of atoms.
On the other hand, there is other type of particles in the SM called gauge
bosons with integer spin. In the quantum field theory, the interaction (or
”force“) between fundamental particles is interpreted as the exchange of a
particle that mediates the interaction, and the gauge bosons play a role of such
mediator. The strong interaction is mediated by gluons (g) that have 8 different
types depending on its “color” charge (the charge for strong interaction similar
to the electric charge for electromagnetic interaction), and the interaction is
described by the quantum chromodynamics (QCD). The electromagnetic and
weak interactions are mediated by photon (γ) and massive W and Z bosons
(W± and Z) respectively. Their interactions are described by the electroweak
theory based on Quantum Electrodynamics (QED).
Finally, the scalar Higgs boson is the last particle in the SM as the origin
of the mass of massive gauge bosons and fermions. The mechanism of how
the Higgs boson gives masses to fundamental particles will be described in the
later section 2.1.2.
The full list of the quarks, leptons, gauge and Higgs bosons are summarized
in the Fig. 2.1 with their properties.
2.1.2 The SM Lagrangian
The SM is the quantum field theory invariant under the local gauge transfor-
mations in the symmetry group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y. SU(3)C describes
the strong interaction (QCD), and SU(2)L × U(1)Y represents the electroweak
theory.
The mathematical structure of the interaction can be constructed by im-
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Figure 2.1: The list of the fundamental particles in SM with their proper-
ties [1].
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posing the invariance under the local gauge transformations on the free fermion
Lagrangian. The vector field that emerges in the modification of the La-
grangian to have gauge invariance, called gauge field, is associated to the
mediator of the interaction (gauge bosons). The details will be discussed for
each interaction below.
Electroweak interaction
The Lagrangian corresponding to Dirac equation that describes free particles
with spin 12 is:
L = iψ̄γµ∂µψ −mψ̄ψ (2.1)
In order to make the Lagrangian invariant under the local gauge transfor-
mation with an arbitrary function α(x), i.e.
ψ(x) → eiα(x)ψ(x), (2.2)
a new vector field is introduced with its transformation following the form:




If a new derivative Dµ is defined with a new vector field Aµ like below,
Dµ ≡ ∂µ − ieAµ (2.4)
The Lagrangian
L = iψ̄γµDµψ −mψ̄ψ (2.5)
becomes invariant under the local gauge transformation. According to (2.5),
interestingly, the Aµ field can be considered as the photon field in QED be-
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cause it couples to ψ with the same form of the photon field. Therefore, to
have a complete form of Lagrangian, the kinetic term of Aµ can be inserted
with a gauge invariant form (strength tensor)
Fµν ≡ ∂µAν − ∂νAµ (2.6)
The final Lagrangian for QED can be constructed like below:












One thing to notice is that the mass term of the photon field Aµ (∼
m2AµA
µ) is not allowed in the Lagrangian as it violates the local gauge in-
variance. In other words, the theory requires that the photon is massless.
The next step is to extend the same idea to the electroweak theory. In the
theory, the electromagnetic and weak currents are unified in SU(2)L × U(1)Y
symmetry group by weak isotriplet and isosinglet currents.
The weak isotriplet current is expressed like below with the three vector
bosons Wµ:
− igχ̄LγµT ·WµχL (SU(2)L) (2.8)
where g is the coupling constant associated to SU(2)L and T is the gen-
erator of SU(2)L group that satisfies [T
i, T j ] = iϵijkT
k with the antisymmet-













where g’ is the coupling constant associated to SU(1)Y and Y is the weak
hypercharge that also plays a role as the generator of U(1)Y. The electric
charge Q, the third component of weak isospin T 3 and Y are connected via
the relation below:




After the electromagnetic current is replaced by weak isosinglet and triplet
currents, again the Lagrangian is required to be invariant under local gauge
transformations in SU(2)L × U(1)Y:
χL → eiα(x)·T+iβ(x)Y χL
ψR → eiβ(x)Y ψR
(2.11)
for arbitrary functions α(x) and β(x). The behavior of Bµ under the gauge
transformation and the modification of the derivative associated to Bµ can be
inferred from Aµ case in QED ((2.3) and (2.4)) as they are both U(1) group.






Then, the local gauge invariance of SU(2) group can be obtained via the
modification of the derivative below:




where τ denotes the Pauli matrices.
With the combination of needed modifications from SU(2)L and U(1)Y,
the Lagrangian of the electroweak interaction with local gauge invariance can





























where L (R) represents the left-handed (right-handed) fermion doublet
(singlet).
The field strength Wµν and Bµν are defined as:
Wµν ≡ ∂µWν − ∂νWµ − gWµ ×Wν
Bµν ≡ ∂µBν − ∂νBµ
(2.15)
The difference of the form ofWµν with respect to Bµν comes from the non-
Abelian character of the group (i.e. group multiplication is not commutative).
Strong interaction
Similar to the construction of Lagrangian of electroweak interaction, the start-
ing point is the Lagrangian of the free quarks:
L = q̄j (iγµ∂µ −m) qj (2.16)
with j=1, 2, 3 for different color states for a quark flavor.
The local gauge transformation under SU(3)C is expressed as:
q(x) → Uq(x) = eiαa(x)Taq(x) (2.17)
where α(x) is an arbitrary function and Ta (a=1, 2 ... 8) is the generator
of SU(3)C group. The commutation relation of Ta is
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[Ta, Tb] = ifabcTc (2.18)
with the structure constant of the group fabc. As the generators are not
commute each other, the SU(3)C is also non-Abelian group.
To obtain the Lagrangian invariant under local gauge transformation (2.17),
new (eight) gauge fields Gaµ are needed which transform like below:
Gaµ → Gaµ −
1
gs
∂µαa − fabcαbGcµ (2.19)
where gs is the coupling constant of the strong interaction.
With such Gµ, the replacement of the derivative in the Lagrangian (2.16)
with the form
∂µ → ∂µ + igsTaGaµ (2.20)
makes the Lagrangian invariant under local gauge transformation.
The final form of the Lagrangian including the kinetic term of the gauge
bosons is:







Gaµν ≡ ∂µGaν − ∂νGaµ − gsfabcGbµGcµ (2.22)
Similar to QED, the mass term of Gaµ is not allowed to conserve the gauge
invariance of the Lagrangian. The gauge boson corresponds to Gaµ should be
massless, which is in agreement with gluons.
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Higgs mechanism
The Lagrangian of the strong and electroweak interactions with fundamental
particles are constructed above, but the terms to explain the mass of fermions
and massive gauge bosons (W± and Z) were missing, which should exist to
be consistent with experimental results. As discussed earlier, direct insert of
the mass terms (∼ m2ψ̄ψ) is not preferable as it ruins the gauge invariance of
the Lagrangian. However, there is a way to generate the mass terms without
violating the invariance via “spontaneous symmetry breaking”.
To understand the idea, consider a simple Lagrangian for a complex scaler
field ϕ = (ϕ1 + iϕ2)/
√
2 such that:
L = |∂µϕ|2 − µ2|ϕ|2 − λ|ϕ|4 (2.23)
If the local gauge invariance under U(1) is imposed using the same tech-
nique for QED Lagrangian (2.7), the Lagrangian is changed like below:





The shape of the potential term of the scaler field V (ϕ) = µ2|ϕ|2 + λ|ϕ|4,













[v + η(x) + iξ(x)], (2.26)
The Lagrangian is changed to:
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If λ > 0 and µ2 < 0, the above Lagrangian can be interpreted as the
interaction of 2 real scaler bosons (η, ξ) and 1 vector boson (A) with their
masses:
mξ = 0, mη =
√
2λv2, mA = ev (2.28)
Therefore, by the choice on the form of the scaler field near minimum that
leads the symmetry breaking (“spontaneous symmetry breaking”), the vector
boson can acquire the mass.
However, the total degree of freedom (dof) in the Lagrangian seems not
consistent with this form. At the beginning, the total dof is 4 that comes from
2 dof in complex scalar field (ϕ1, ϕ2) and 2 dof in massless vector field A. After
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the substitution (2.26), total dof seems to 5 as each η and ξ has 1 dof and
massive vector field A has 3 dof. The spurious additional dof can be removed
by the gauge transformation such that:
ϕ(x) → 1√
2
[v + h(x)] (2.29)












µ + ... (2.30)
As seen, the massless scalar boson (Goldstone boson) is absorbed to the
vector boson mass and removed from the Lagrangian by the gauge transfor-
mation. The remaining particles are the massive vector boson A and scalar
boson h called Higgs boson. The procedure to generate mass of fields without
breaking local gauge invariance is called Higgs mechanism.
Final Lagrangian
With the combination of the Lagrangian for the electroweak and strong inter-










































∣∣∣∣(i∂µ − g12τaW aµ − g′ 12Y Bµ
)
ϕ
∣∣∣∣2 − V (ϕ)
− (G1L̄ϕR+G2L̄ϕcR+ hermitian conjugate)
(2.31)
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The first line represents the self interactions of the gauge bosons.
The second line describes the strong interactions between gluons and quarks
(q). Other fermions are not included in the expression as they are not have
color charge. The following third and forth lines are related to the interactions
between electroweak gauge bosons and fermions. As the charged electroweak
current only couples to the left-handed fermions, the expression is different
between L and R.
The fifth line is inserted to provide the mass term of the massive elec-
troweak gauge bosons (W± and Z) via Higgs mechanism using the complex
scalar field invariant under SU(2)×SU(1) local gauge transformation.
The last line is also associated to Higgs mechanism to provide the mass of
the fermions. ϕc = −iτ2ϕ∗ is introduced to generate the mass term of up-type
quarks in a quark doublet.
2.2 The structure of the proton
In this section, the history and current understanding on the structure of the
proton is discussed. Firstly, a brief history about understanding of the proton
structure is introduced including flavor SU(3) symmetry and quark model,
deep inelastic electron-proton scattering experiments with the interpretation
of the results using parton model, and the validity of the interpretation of
partons as quarks and gluons. After that, the details on the modern parton
distribution function (PDF), which contains the information on the proton
structure, are discussed. The general method to determine the PDF via global
QCD analyses is presented, followed by a few example of modern PDFs.
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2.2.1 Proton structure in quark model
Isospin symmetry
After the discovery of the neutron, nuclear physicists found that the pro-
ton and neutron mass are quite similar each other (mproton = 938.27MeV,
mneutron = 939.57MeV). It tempts them to treat the proton and neutron as
two manifestations of a single particle called “nucleon”, like the electrons with
different spins. Therefore, the concept of isospin is developed by Heisenberg
to express the proton and neutron with two different isospin states of a nu-
cleon by copying the algebra for spin. The proton is treated as the nucleon
with I3 =
1









⟩ , n = |I = 1
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As an example of usefulness of the isospin concept, the two nucleon system
can be expressed by adding proton and neutron isospin states similar to a
carbon copy of two electron system:













































































By various experiments and observations, it is found that the nuclear
force (strong interaction) does not distinguish between proton and neutron.
For example, the mass of 6He(= 4He + nn), excited 6Li(= 4He + np) and
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6Be(= 4He + pp) is degenerated after corrections for the electromagnetic ef-
fects. It can be interpreted that the nuclear force is invariant under the isospin
transformation (i.e. nuclear force is invariant under the rotation in the isospin
space: the force is same for any I3), which called as the isospin symmetry.
In terms of group theory, the isospin symmetry can be described by SU(2)
by regarding the proton and neutron as the fundamental representation.
Flavor SU(3) symmetry and the quark model
In 1950s, a new type of hadrons is discovered with long lifetime compared to
the time scale of the decay governed by the strong interaction. Even though
their masses are heavy enough to decay into lighter objects without any vi-
olation of conservation laws known at the time (charge and baryon number
conservation), they survived much longer than the expectation. For instance,
according to Table 2.1, the decay mode of ∆− and Σ− baryon is exactly same
but the difference of the lifetime is huge, O(1013)s, even though their masses
are quite close each other.
To explain the behavior of this kind of strange particles, Gell-Mann and
Nishijima proposed a new quantum number called “strangeness” assigned to
each baryon with an integer. Under the assumption that the strangeness should
be conserved in strong and electromagnetic interactions, the strange behaviors
are successfully explained. For example, the long lifetime of Σ− baryon can
be understood in the way that the strangeness of Σ− baryon is -1, but the
strangeness of n and π− is 0. Therefore, the decay Σ− → nπ− is forbidden to
strong interaction, and only happens via weak interaction which can violate
the conservation law of the strangeness. However, the decay of ∆− baryon
∆− → nπ− can happen via strong interaction as the strangeness of ∆− baryon
is 0 and the strangeness of the reaction is conserved.
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Baryon Mass Lifetime
∆− 1232MeV τ(∆− → nπ−) ∼ 10−23s
Σ− 1193MeV τ(Σ− → nπ−) ∼ 10−10s
Table 2.1: Comparison of the lifetime between ∆− and Σ− baryon with same
decay mode.
Due to the success of the strangeness concept, it was natural to extend
the isospin symmetry to a larger group, SU(3), including the strangeness. It
is called as flavor SU(3) to distinguish it from SU(3)C for QCD with colors.
In 1961, Gell-Mann and Ne’eman proposed a group of mesons and baryons
in SU(3) representations called “Eightfold way” as seen in Fig. 2.3. The parti-
cles are aligned with respect to the their strangeness and the electric charge (or
they can be represented with respect to hypercharge, the sum of the baryon
number and strangeness, and isospin).
One of the triumph of the Eightfold way is the prediction of Ω− baryon,
which was not discovered yet when the Eightfold way was proposed. Ω− baryon
was predicted as the last particle at the bottom of baryon decuplet by Gell-
Mann in 1962. Its mass was also predicted by the “equal mass spacing rule”
in decuplet, which is a empirical rule that the particle mass linearly increases
with its strangeness. Finally, it was discovered by an experiment at Brookhaven
with the predicted mass [3] in 1964.
Therefore, the singlets, octets and decuplets of hadrons are completed in
SU(3) representation, but the triplets as the fundamental representation of
SU(3) were not discovered yet. Gell-Mann and Zweig proposed hypothetical
particles called “quarks” (“aces” in Zweig’s term) corresponding to the SU(3)
triplets. The individual quarks are denoted as u, d and s corresponding to
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Figure 2.3: The eightfold way, the group of mesons and baryons in SU(3)
representation suggested by Gell-Mann and Ne’eman in 1961. Top two plots
show the meson nonet (octet plus singlet η) (left) and baryon octet with spin




up, down and strange quark respectively, and their fractional electric charges
and baryon numbers are shown in Fig. 2.2. Any representation (mesons and
baryons) can be built by combining the quarks as they are the fundamental
representation of SU(3), and this indicates that the quark is the constituent
of the hadrons. However, when it was invented, it was considered as just a
mathematical tool to build the hadron’s SU(3) group as there was no evidence
of the existence of quarks at the time. The quarks were accepted as physical
particles after deep inelastic electron-nucleon scattering experiments, which
provides indirect evidence of quarks inside of nucleons.
Quark Electric charge Baryon number Strangeness
Up quark (u) 23
1
3 0
Down quark (d) −13
1
3 0
Strange quark (s) −13
1
3 -1
Table 2.2: List of quarks and their properties in flavor SU(3).
2.2.2 Deep inelastic electron-nucleon scattering
Scattering experiment by firing particles to a target has been frequently used
as the method to understand the structure of the target through the history
of physics. One of the well-known example is the Rutherford scattering ex-
periment, which leads the discovery of nucleus inside of atoms. The similar
approach was performed by scattering electrons to the proton and neutron
targets to understand the substructure of the nucleons.
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Elastic electron-proton scattering
In the electron-proton scattering experiment, the proton is seen as a particle
with finite size if the energy of the electron beam is not enough to provide
smaller wavelength of virtual photon than the size of proton, which is called
as elastic electron-proton scattering shown in Fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Elastic electron-proton scattering.
In this case, the cross section of the scattering can be obtained by the
analogy of the electron scattering to a point-like particle (e.g. muon) with
“form factors” that contains the information about the detailed structure of
proton. After taking into account the recoil of the proton and its magnetic
moment, the differential cross section of the scattering can be expressed by





























where E and E′ are the initial and final energy of the electron, α is the fine
structure constant (∼ 1/137), M is the proton mass, θ is the scattered angle
of electron, τ is −q2/4M with q = k − k′ as shown in Fig. 2.4 (momentum
transfer), and GM (q
2) and GE(q
2) are the proton form factors as a function
of q2 which can be determined by experimental data. The dependence of form
factors on q2 indicates that the observable proton structure depends on the
energy of the virtual photon.
Deep inelastic electron-proton scattering
If the energy of the electron increased compared to the elastic scattering case,
the proton target could be excited or even start to break up into hadrons after
the collision (ep → eX) as seen in Fig. 2.5. This is called as deep inelastic
electron-proton scattering (DIS).
In contrast to the elastic scattering, the propagator of the hardon’s final
state is not clearly known. The ignorance on the hadron’s final state is en-
coded in “structure function” that can be experimentally determined, and the
















2) and W2(ν, q
2) are the structure functions depending on
ν = E − E′ and q2.
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Figure 2.5: Deep inelastic electron-proton scattering (ep→ eX).
Bjorken Scaling and Parton model
However, in last 1960s, an interesting behavior of the structure functions is
observed in a DIS experiments with high Q2 (Q2 = −q2) at Stanford Linear
Accelerator Center (SLAC) using up to 20 GeV electron beam (SLAC-MIT
DIS experiments). The DIS cross section as a function of momentum transfer
Q2 didn’t fall sharper like the elastic scattering case as shown in Fig. 2.6.
This indicated that the structure of the proton could be different with a soft
proton without any core, which was believed at the time by elastic scattering
experiments.
In 1968, Bjorken predicted that the structure functions W1(ν, q
2) and
W2(ν, q
2) will only depend on the ratio ω = 2mpν/Q
2 with proton massmp [4].
In other words, the structure function is independent of Q2 in same ω, which
is impossible if the electron scattered to a particle with finite size as shown
in the dependence of proton form factors GE and GM on Q
2 in the elastic ep
scattering. The Bjorken’s prediction was proven to be true by DIS data from
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Figure 2.6: The DIS cross section (as a ratio to the Mott cross section) as a
function of Q2 by SLAC-MIT experiment. W means the mass of the recoiled
hadrons measured by missing mass in the experiment.
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the SLAC-MIT experiment, and this behavior is called “Bjorken scaling”.
The physical meaning of the Bjorken scaling becomes clearer by “parton”
model proposed by Feynman in the same year, which interpreted the proton
as a composite particle that consists of point-like constituents called partons.
Then, the proton can be expressed as the collection of partons with the mo-
mentum xp where x is the fraction of momentum carried by each parton with
respect to the parent’s proton momentum p, as shown in Fig. 2.7.
Figure 2.7: DIS interpreted by parton model.
In the parton model, DIS can be interpreted as the scattering between
the electron and a point-like particle (parton) with momentum xp. The cross
section of electron-parton scattering can easily be obtained by the analogy from
the electron-muon scattering cross section after switching the muon mass to
























If it is compared to DIS cross section 2.35, the structure functions for



















→ νW parton2 = xδ (x− 1/ω)
(2.37)
aδ(x) = δ(x/a) is used to obtain the right formulas.
To obtain the structure function on the proton, (2.37) should be summed
over all partons inside of proton. To describe the distribution of partons inside
of proton, the parton distribution function (PDF) fi(x) is introduced such that
it means the probability of ith parton carrying the fraction x of the proton
momentum. Using PDF, the sum of structure functions over all partons can






































where e2i is the charge of each parton. In summary, the structure functions
were the parton distribution function that only depends on the parton momen-
tum fraction x, which is same with the inverse of ω that Bjorken proposed.
The parton model successfully explained the Bjorken scaling.
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Interpretation of partons as quarks
After the success of the parton model, the quark, which was previously con-
sidered as a pure mathematical tool to build SU(3) representation of hadrons,
became one of the strong candidates of the parton. To prove this, a measure-
ment of the ratio of the cross section between electron-proton and electron-
neutron scattering was proposed because it can be predicted by the parton-
quark model from the constituents of proton (uud) and neutron (udd). As the
structure functions depend on the charge of partons e2i , the predicted ratio
with the quark’s fractional charge is unique compared to the other candidates
of partons at the time. In terms of parton distribution functions, the structure
function of the proton F ep2 and and neutron F
en






































where up(n), dp(n), sp(n) are the PDFs of up, down and strange quark in
the proton (neutron). The PDFs for anti-quarks are denoted as ūp(n), d̄p(n),
s̄p(n).
The amount of u in the proton is same with d in the neutron (and also for
d). In addition, the amount of s should be same between proton and neutron
(as they are sea quarks that come from quark and anti-quark production inside
of the nucleon). Therefore, it is convenient to define:
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u(x) ≡ up(x) = dn(x)
d(x) ≡ dp(x) = un(x)
s(x) ≡ sp(x) = sn(x)
(2.40)
Also, u(x), d(x) and s(x) (and their anti-particles) can be more divided
into the contribution from valence quarks (v) and sea quarks (s):
u(x) = uv(x) + us(x)
d(x) = dv(x) + ds(x)
S(x) ≡ us(x) = ūs(x) = ds(x) = d̄s(x) = ss(x) = s̄s(x)
(2.41)
The last equality is based on the assumption that the probability of the
sea quark and its anti-quark production is similar among quark flavors. With
the combination of (2.40) and (2.41), F ep2 , F
en


























→ F en2 /F
ep
2 =
4uv + dv + 12S
uv + 4dv + 12S
(2.42)
The behavior of F en2 /F
ep
2 as a function of x can be inferred by taking a
limit x→ 0 and x→ 1. In x→ 0, the quark has very little momentum. Then
the sea quarks with little momentum from qq̄ pair production dominate over
valence quark, which leads F en2 /F
ep
2 → 1. In the opposite direction, x→ 1, the
sea quarks are dominated by valence quarks, especially by uv as the proton









This predictions is confirmed by the data from SLAC-MIT experiment
as seen in Fig.2.8. Therefore, the quark is consistent with the constituent of
nucleons, and the study of the proton structure moves to understanding of the
parton distribution function in terms of QCD framework, which governs the
interaction between quarks and gluons.
Figure 2.8: The ratio of the cross section between the electron-proton and
the electron-neutron scattering as a function of x from the SLAC-MIT exper-
iment [5].
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2.2.3 Modern parton distribution functions
In modern PDFs, gluons are considered as partons as well as quarks, which
explains the missing momentum of the proton and the scaling violation [6].
Also, heavy quarks (charm and bottom quarks) are also included as one of the
constituents of the nucleon depending on the energy scale of the process. This
section introduces the strategy of PDF determination and several examples of
modern PDFs.
PDF determination by global QCD analyses
The determination of modern PDFs has been performed by extracting PDFs
from fitting to multiple experimental data sets, which called “global QCD
analysis“. The global QCD analysis consists of 1) theoretical bases that provide
the mathematical framework of the global fitting and 2) various experimental
data that provide the information on the PDFs.
Theoretical base The first theoretical base is the QCD factorization theo-
rem, which allows the total cross section of hard scattering processes can be
divided into short and long distance parts. In the case of DIS, the general form
of the structure functions can be expressed according to the theorem in QCD
framework [7]:











, αs(µR), µF , Q
)
fi(y, µF ) (2.43)
where y = q ·P/k ·P with incoming proton momentum P , Ci is the coeffi-
cient functions related to the qi + γ
∗ → X partonic cross section, and µR and
µF is the renormalization and factorization scale. According to the expression,
clearly the short distance process represented by Ci and the long distance dy-
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namics encoded in PDF (fi) are separated. The important feature is that only
Ci is process dependent, and fi is universal for all processes. This implies that
the PDF, which cannot be calculated perturbatively, can be extracted from a
global analysis using experimental data with various scattering processes, by
combining with predicted partonic cross sections calculated in perturbative
way for each process. Therefore, the factorization theorem provides the reason
why the global QCD analysis can work for PDF determination.
The other theoretical tool is Dokshitzer–Gribov–Lipatov–Altarelli–Parisi
(DGLAP) equation [8, 9, 10, 11], which provides the rule of the evolution of








Pij(x, αs)⊗ fi(x,Q2) (2.44)
where Pij(x,Q
2) are the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions, and ⊗ means
the convolution defined as f(x)⊗ g(x) =
∫ 1
x (dy/y)f(y)g(x/y).
It implies that the precise measurement on PDF in a specific Q2 region
can leads the knowledge to the other Q2 region, which is powerful for PDF
determination in various Q2 range.
Experimental data Various experimental data for PDF determination have
been accumulated from the first DIS experiment and the latest studies in Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), and Fig. 2.9 shows the example of the list of the data
used in NNPDF 3.1, one of modern PDFs widely used, determination [12] in
(x,Q2) plane.
According to the Fig. 2.9, the low x and Q2 region is mostly covered by
collider DIS that came from HERA experiments with lepton-proton collision
at
√
s =∼ 320GeV. In the higher x range, fixed target experiments are used
to constraint the PDF around 0.1 < x < 1. For higher Q2 region that requires
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high energy to probe, the contribution comes from collider experiment data
including Drell-Yan, transverse momentum of Z boson, tt̄ production near
103 < Q2 < 105 range, and the highest Q2 region is covered by inclusive jet
production data.
Example of modern PDFs
There are several PDF fitting groups to provide the state-of-the-art PDFs such
as CT [13], NNPDF [12], MMHT [14] and ABM [15]. In this section, CT and
NNPDF are introduced as representative modern PDFs.
CT The first CT PDF was presented in 1991 with CTEQ1 PDF [16] by
Wu-ki Tung and his collaborators, and the latest version of PDF is CT18 [13]
including the latest experimental data from the LHC in their global QCD
analysis. The parametrization of the CT PDF at a certain input scale Q0 is
performed using the functional form for parton i below [17]:
xfi(x,Q0) = x
a1(1− x)a2Pi(x) (2.45)
(1 − x)a2 ensures that fi → 0 in x → 1 elastic limit, and the xa1 is the
behavior predicted in Regge theory in x → 0 limit. Pi(x) is the interpolating
function that represents the smoothly varying behavior of PDF on x between
x → 0 and x → 1 regions. Since CT14 [17], the chosen Pi(x) is the Bernstein
polynomials. For example, Pi(x) for valance up quark is expressed as a linear
combination of 0-4th order polynomial:
Puv = d0p0(y) + d1p1(y) + d2p2(y) + d3p3(y) + d4p4(y) (2.46)
where y =
√
x and pi(y) is i-th order Bernstein polynomial. Expression in
terms of y and pi(y) leads to slower variations on x and smaller correlation
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Figure 2.9: List of the experimental data in (x,Q2) plane used in global QCD
analysis for NNPDF 3.1 [12].
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between coefficients compared to the nominal polynomial with x.
Once the PDF is determined at the scale Q0, the PDF at any scale Q can be
determined via DGLAP evolution equation. The example parton distribution
functions from CT18 in two different Q values are shown in Fig. 2.10.
Figure 2.10: The CT18 parton distribution function in Q = 2GeV (left) and
Q = 100GeV (right) for each parton [13].
NNPDF The first paper with NNPDF methodology was appeared in 2002
to determine DIS structure functions based on several fixed target data [18],
and the methodology was extended to direct determination of PDF up to
NNPDF 3.1 [12] where the latest LHC experimental data are included.
The initial stage of the parametrization for the PDF determination is same
with the other PDFs. The parametrization is started at a specific scale Q0 ∼
1GeV. However, instead of assuming a simple functional form of PDF, NNPDF
uses the neural network technique for PDF determination. Even though this
approach requires many experimental data to produce reliable results, it allows
to avoid possible theoretical bias which could be introduced in the assumption
of PDF form. The disadvantage is also getting smaller as more experimental
data is accumulated especially from various LHC data analyses.
The example of various parton’s distribution functions from NNPDF 3.1
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with different scales are shown in Fig. 2.11.
Figure 2.11: The NNPDF 3.1 parton distribution function in µ2 = Q2 =
10GeV (left) and Q2 = 104GeV (right) [12].
2.3 Drell-Yan process
Drell-Yan (DY) process is the process with two leptons in the final state
via Z/γ∗ exchange from the annihilation of quark and anti-quark at hadron-
hardon collisions as shown in Fig. 2.12.
Figure 2.12: The Feynman diagram of the Drell-Yan process at Leading order.
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The process was suggested for the first time by Sidney D. Drell and Tung-
Mow Yan [19], and the first observation of muon pairs from DY process (in
1 < mµµ < 6.7GeV was reported in 1970 at Brookhaven National Laboratory
by the experiment colliding protons to fixed uranium targets [20].
The DY process has been widely and extensively studied in high energy
physics field for precise tests of QCD and studies for the structure of the proton
(PDF).
2.3.1 Drell-Yan cross section
According to the factorization theorem (described in Sec. 2.2.3), the Drell-Yan
cross section in proton-proton collision can be expressed in terms of partonic
cross sections, which can be calculated in perturbative way, and the PDFs of






















where y and Q2 are the rapidity and the invariant mass of the dilepton




±y with the center of mass energy s.
In principle, the physical cross section d2σ/dydQ2 should not depend on
the choice of the factorization scale µF , but the dependence can appear at a
fixed order cross section due to missing higher order effects. To have better
convergence at each order and minimize the dependence of the cross section
on µF , µF is conventionally chosen to be Q
2.
Partonic cross section at leading order
The process via γ∗ exchange only The cross section of DY process me-
diated by γ∗ only σ(qq̄ → γ∗ → ℓ−ℓ+) can be easily obtained from the pure
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QED cross section of e−e+ → µ−µ+ reaction:




where α is the electroweak coupling constant, and s is one of the Mandel-
stam variables defined as s = (p1 + p2)
2 with the 4-momentum vector of two
incoming particles p1,2.
To obtain σ(qq̄ → γ∗ → ℓ−ℓ+), electrons should be switched to quarks. It
modifies the cross section σ(e−e+ → µ−µ+) to take into account the electric
charge of quarks Qq, and the average over possible color states in the initial
states:









The first two 13 factors mean the average of (R,G,B) color states for q and
q̄, and 3 means the sum of color combination RR̄, GḠ and BB̄. The s is also
switched to ŝ to distinguish it from the center of mass energy in proton-proton
collision
√
s in DY process.
The process with γ∗ and Z exchange To obtain the full cross section of
the DY partonic process, the contribution from Z and the interference between
γ∗ and Z should be taken into account.
If the transition amplitude of γ∗ and Z contribution (denoted as Mγ∗ and
MZ respectively) is constructed using the Feynman rule and calculated the
square of the sum of amplitude, i.e:
|Mγ∗/Z |2 = |Mγ∗ +MZ |2 = |Mγ∗ |2 + |MZ |2 + 2Re (Mγ∗M∗Z) (2.50)
The total cross section can be obtained from the amplitude below:
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Q2q − 2Qqcv,qcv,ℓf1(ŝ) + (c2v,q + c2a,q)(c2v,ℓ + c2a,ℓ)f2(ŝ)
)
(2.51)
Here, cv,q(ℓ) and ca,q(ℓ) mean the vector and axial vector couplings for








with the 3rd component of weak isospin T 3 and the electroweak mixing
angle sw = sin θw. The value of couplings are listed in Table 2.3.
Fermion (f) Qf Ca,f = T
3
f cv,f
ℓ -1 -1/2 -1/2 + 2 sw
u,c,b 2/3 1/2 1/2 - 4/3 sw
d,s,t -1/3 -1/2 -1/2 + 2/3 sw
Table 2.3: Vector and axial vector couplings appeared in partonic DY cross
section.
The f1(ŝ) and f2(ŝ) in 2.51 are given as























with cw = cos θw and the mass (width) of Z boson MZ (ΓZ).
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According to 2.51, the first term obviously comes from γ∗ contribution as
the form is same with 2.49. The contribution dominates outside of the Z peak
region. The last term represents the process with Z exchange by Breit-Wigner
from with the peak atMZ . Finally, the second term represents the interference
between Z and γ∗, which vanish as ŝ → MZ . But the contribution becomes
larger near the tail of the Breit-Wigner distribution of the Z resonance. At
the ŝ → inf limit, the total cross section is proportional to 1/s, which shows
a smoothly falling shape in the high mass region.
2.3.2 Motivation of the DY cross section measurement
The cross section of the DY process has been extensively studied and mea-
sured through the history of the particle physics due to much information that
can be derived from it including understanding of the perturbative QCD, the
structure of the proton, and indirect influence to the search for new physics
beyond the standard model. This section introduces the motivation of the
measurement of the DY cross section.
Precise test of the perturbative QCD
To enable the precise test of the perturbative QCD, the two conditions should
be satisfied: higher precision of the theoretical prediction and the experimental
data. The DY cross section measurement is one of the best example to meet
the two conditions.
In the theoretical point of view, the cross sections of the DY process are
already well understood up to NNLO in QCD, thanks to the simple topology
of the process compared to the other processes associated with many interac-
tions or particles. The first paper with the cross section up to O(α2s) order was
published in 1991 [21], and the NNLO prediction on the differential cross sec-
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tions started to appear in early 2000s [22, 23]. The studies on the higher order
electroweak corrections were also followed. As a result of such studies, several
public computation programs up to NNLO were made with the functionality
to define user-defined requirements on the final state leptons and have been
widely used for research including FEWZ [24], DYNNLO [25], and so on. The
theoretical efforts for higher order corrections are still ongoing, and the N3LO
cross section was recently presented [26] which shows lower scale uncertainty
than the the lower order, as seen in Fig. 2.13.
Figure 2.13: The theoretical prediction on the cross section of the DY process
as a function of dilepton mass Q with NLO (yellow), NNLO (blue) and N3LO
(red) order in QCD. The bands on each prediction is the uncertainty from the
dependence on the choice of renormalization and factorization scales.
On the other hand, in the experimental point of view, the DY cross sections
are usually measured by using two leptons (electrons and muons) which is
easier to obtain high efficiency and resolutions compared to the complicated
objects in the collider experiments like jets and missing transverse energy.
Also, thanks to higher cross section of DY process than the other processes
that produce leptons, the signal yield is sufficient and the result is not limited
by statistical uncertainty except for extremely high dilepton mass region over
O(1TeV). Therefore, the achievable experimental precision is already below
10% in most of the dilepton mass range, and especially it goes down to about
1% near Z peak region [27].
Due to its high precision of theoretical prediction and experimental mea-
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surements, the measurement is also used as one of the “standard candles” to
study the detector performance or commissioning, including the lepton effi-
ciency measurement and detector calibrations [28].
With the combined effort to achieve high precision from both theoretical
and experimental data, the validity of the perturbative QCD can be extensively
tested via DY process by comparing them.
PDF constraints
One of the most important contributions of the measurement is the PDF con-
straints as the ingredient of the global QCD analyses for PDF determination.
In particular, in the case of the cross section near Z peak region, the form of














[d(x1)d̄(x2) + s(x1)s̄(x2) + b(x1)b̄(x2)] + 1 ↔ 2
(2.54)
where x1 and x2 means the momentum fraction carried by each parton
with respect to the momentum of the two colliding protons. As seen, the
contribution of up-type quarks and down-type quarks are different due to the
different vector and axial-vector couplings to Z as summarized in Table 2.3.
According to 2.54, the precise measurement of the Z production cross section
can contribute to the PDF determination for heavy quarks in the x region
where the light quarks are sufficiently determined.
In the measurement for the low dilepton mass region, the DY process is










The coefficients to each quark flavor is different with Z exchange case
in 2.54 and only depends on the electric charge Q2q . From the difference of the
coefficients, the cross section measurement in the low mass region could give
complementary constraint power to the quark flavor composition, especially
in the low and intermediate x region. In addition, the low mass measurement
with the minimum requirement on the transverse momentum of the leptons
in the final state leads larger fraction of DY events with non-zero dilepton
transverse momentum, which enables to indirectly probe the DY process with
higher order effect in QCD. Therefore, The cross section with the requirement
can also contribute to the determination of gluon PDF in low x region as the
DY process can happen via gluon-quark scattering in higher order.
Lastly, the measurement in the high mass region above Z peak can probe
the quark and anti-quark PDFs in high-x region, which is rather less con-
strained especially for anti-quark PDFs.
Importance as a main background in searches for new physics
Precisely measured DY cross section can also benefit to the search for new
physics beyond the standard model. The lepton channel has been used as one
of popular channels for new physics search because the lepton can be detected
with high efficiency and resolution, which leads higher chance to find clean
signature of the new physics.
In the analysis with the lepton final state, the DY process is one of the main
backgrounds due to its large cross section compared to the other processes that
produces leptons, as seen in Fig. 2.14.
The representative example of the analyses with DY background is the
search for new neutral guage boson Z ′ decaying into two leptons. As seen in





















































































Figure 2.14: The inclusive cross sections of selected processes as a function of
the center of mass energy at hardron colliders, calculated by MCFM.
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background is the DY process. Therefore, the precise understanding of the
differential DY cross section with various observables that can be used for
new physics search (as well as the inclusive one) is quite important to increase
the sensitivity of the new physics search.
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Figure 2.15: The dilepton mass distribution for dielectron (left) and dimuon




In this chapter, the experimental setups used to collect the proton-proton
collision data for the analysis is described. The accelerator complex is briefly
introduced, and description on the particle detector will be followed with the
details on its subsystems.
3.1 Large Hadron Collider
The Large hadron collider (LHC) is the most largest and powerful circular par-
ticle accelerator with 26.7 km circumference located underground near Geneva
across the border of Switzerland and France, associated with the European Or-
ganization for Nuclear Research (CERN) [30]. It is designed to operate with
the center of mass energy
√
s = 14TeV with the instantaneous luminosity
near 1034cm−2s−1 for proton-proton collisions. In the real condition, it was
operated with
√
s = 13TeV and ∼ 2× 1034cm−2s−1 peak instantaneous lumi-
nosity at the latest performance in the Run 2 finished in 2018. The machine
can also perform the other type of collisions using heavy ions including ion-ion
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collision proton-ion collisions. The Lead nuclei is used for the heavy ion exper-
iments. The total accelerator complex including various intermediate particle
accelerators as well as LHC is shown in Fig. 3.1
Figure 3.1: The LHC complex [31].
3.1.1 Proton acceleration
The proton source is the nuclei of hydrogen gas by removing the electrons via
an electric field. The first acceleration is performed in the linear accelerator
LINAC2 (supposed to be succeeded by LINAC4 in 2020) up to the energy of
50MeV. As a next step, the protons are injected in Proton Synchrotron Booster
(PSB) and the energy of electron increases to 1.4GeV. The next injection is to
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which was used in proton-antiproton collider
and famous for the discovery of W and Z bosons. The SPS accelerates the
proton up to the energy of 450GeV and inject to LHC ring. The protons are
accelerated by a strong magnetic field produced by superconducting magnets
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in LHC operated via liquid Helium with about 3K temperature. After about
20 minutes from the injection of the beam from SPS, the proton beam finally
reaches to 6.5TeV and is ready to collisions.
3.1.2 Luminosity
The instantaneous luminosity (L) represents the number of collisions in the
collider per a unit area (cm2) and second so that the number of events per
seconds for a given physics process is expressed like below:
dNevent
dt
= L × σprocess (3.1)
where σprocess is the cross section of the process. Therefore, it is a measure
of how many data can be produced by the machine and considered as one of
the important parameter of the particle collider.





The numerator is related to the number of collisions. Nb is the number
of particles per bunch, and nb is the number of bunches in each beam. frev
is the revolution frequency determined by the speed of the proton and the
circumference, and γr is the relativistic Lorentz vector.
In the denominator, the parameters are related to the beam characteristic.
ϵn is the normalized transverse emittance that describes the average of spread
of the particle in position-momentum phase space. The lower emittance means
that the beam is confined in a small area with similar momentum, which leads
to higher luminosity. β∗ is the beta function at the interaction point (IP), which
is the distance from IP to the point where the width of the beam becomes twice
with respect to the width at IP. Therefore, lower β∗ beam has more squeezed
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and focused shape and it also contributes to the higher luminosity. The last
parameter F is the geometric luminosity reduction factor coming from the
crossing angle at the IP.
The detail numbers for each parameter is listed in the Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: List of LHC parameters in the operation from 2012 to 2018 com-
pared to its design [32].
3.1.3 Particle detectors at the LHC
The LHC has 4 collision points across the ring, and each points are occupied
by particle detectors as seen in Fig. 3.3 with different purpose and design. THe
brief introduction to each detector is below:
• CMS (Compact Muon Solenoid): The general purpose particle detector
featured by a compact size due to large magnetic field (3.8T) from the
huge solenoid. Its physics program has a wide range from the standard
model physics (including the discovery of Higgs boson) and the new
physics beyond standard model (BSM) including supersymmetry and
dark metter. The details will be followed in the section 3.2.
• ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC Apparatus): Similar to CMS, it is also the
multi-purpose particle detector at Point 1 but has different design.
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• ALICE (A Large Ion Collider Experiment): The particle detector spe-
cialized to the heavy-ion experiments. The main physics process studied
is the quark-gluon plasma, which is similar to the state at the beginning
of the universe. It provides the unique opportunity to the deep under-
standing of the strong interaction.
• LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty): Another specialized detector to
study bottom quark focused in the forward region. The study aims to
understand one of the open question in the SM, the matter-antimatter
asymmetry.
3.1.4 Data taking
The first beam in LHC was circulated in 2008, and the operation starts from
2010 with the beam energy of 3.5TeV (
√
s = 7TeV) after fixing a problem in
the superconducting magnet found in 2008. After accumulating about 6 fb−1
data with
√
s = 7TeV up to 2011, the center of mass energy increased to
8TeV in 2012 and collected about 23 fb−1. It is the Run 1 of LHC. The Run
2 starts with about twice higher center of mass energy than before, 13TeV,
in 2015 after long shutdown 1 (LS1). From 2015 to 2018, the total integrated
luminosity is close to 140 fb−1, which is about 7 times larger amount of the
data than Run 1. The integrated luminosity per each year is summarized in
the Fig. 3.4. From 2019, LHC starts another long shutdown (LS2) to prepare
for Run 3 and High-luminosity LHC.
3.2 Compact Muon Solenoid detector
The CMS detector is the multi-purpose particle detector to cover a wide range
of physics program from SM to search for new BSM physics. The location is
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CMS Integrated Luminosity Delivered, pp
Figure 3.4: The integrated luminosity delivered to CMS by LHC since the
operation in 2010.
one of the interaction point in LHC called Point55, underground cavern near
Cessy. The detector is overall 28.7m long and has 15m diameter with the
weights of about 14,000 t. The overall structure can be seen in Fig. 3.5.
The central feature of the detector is a huge superconducting solenoid gen-
erating a 3.8T magnetic field. Inside the solenoid, a silicon pixel and strip
detector are placed at the innermost part of the detector near the interaction
point. A electromagnetic calorimeter composed of lead tungstate crystals and
a brass and scintillator hadron calorimeter are followed. Muon detector embed-
ded in the steel flux-return yoke is placed in the outside of the solenoid, and it
is composed of gas-ionization chambers made with various type of techniques.
Details on each subdetector is described in the later sections.
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The CMS uses the coordinate system shown in Fig. 3.6 to describe the struc-
ture of the detector and the particle trajectories. The origin of the system is
placed at the interaction point. The direction of x-axis towards the center of
the LHC ring, and y-axis points upward. The z-axis, which is decided by x
and y axis as it is the right-handed Cartesian coordinate system, points to the
counterclockwise direction of the beam.
As the detector has a cylindrical shape, it is convenient to adopt the polar
coordinate system. The azimuthal angle ϕ is defined as the angle in (x,y)
plane from x-axis. The polar angle θ is measured from z-axis in (r,z) plane
and usually expressed in pseudorapidity η = − ln tan(θ/2).
Figure 3.6: CMS Coordinate system [33].
3.2.2 Inner tracking system
The inner tracker is the subdetector located closest to the interaction point
with 5.8m length and 2.5m diameter, made with silicon pixel and strips. The
purpose of the tracker is to precisely measure the trajectory of charged particles
with high efficiency, as well as the precise reconstruction of vertices including
primary vertices from hard scattering interaction and secondary vertices from
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the decay of long-lived particles.
To achieve the goal, it is required to have high granularity and fast re-
sponse to identify each particle track in multiple proton-proton scattering in
a bunch crossing (pileup) with 25ns bunch crossing interval. Also, in order to
minimize the interaction of the particles with the materials, it is designed to
have minimum amount of materials while it has enough electronics for an ef-
ficient cooling system. Finally, as the detector is quite close to the interaction
point, the hardness on the radiation damage for a long period is essential for
stable operation. To meet the above requirement, the silicon detector is chosen
as the ingredient of the tracker.
The tracker system consists of two parts as seen in Fig. 3.7.
Figure 3.7: The structure of inner tracker in (r,z) plane [34].
Pixel detector
The innermost one is the pixel detector made of silicon pixels with the size of
100× 150µm. The pixels form three barrel layers (BPix) and two forward disks
in endcap (FPix), and each of them are composed of 48 million and 18 million
pixels respectively. The three BPix detectors are placed at the radii of 4.4,
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7.3 and 10.2 cm. The Two FPix disks are located in z=±34.5 and z=±46.5 cm
with varying radius from 6 to 15 cm.
Before 2017 data taking, the pixel detector was upgraded to maintain the
high performance at the current and future LHC condition with L = 2.0×1034
cm−2 s−1 and pileup over 50, which is higher than the expectation aimed by
the design of the legacy pixel tracker. The comparison of the new pixel detector
with the legacy system is shown in Fig. 3.8. The number of barrel layers
increased from 3 to 4, and the innermost layers is closer to the interaction
points. In parallel, one more endcap disk is added, and the occupation by
materials is also reduced compared to the legacy system.
Figure 3.8: The upgraded pixel detector in 2017 [35].
Strip detector
Outside of the pixel detector with the radius from 20 to 116 cm is surrounded
by the strip detector made of silicon strip sensors with total 15,148 detector
modules corresponding to 9.3 million strips. The strip detector is divided into
three subsystems. The Tracker Inner barrel and disks (TIB/TID) with 4 barrel
layers and 3 disks cover inner part of the strip detector up to radius of 55 cm.
The TIB and TID are surrounded by the tracker outer barrel (TOB) composed
of 6 layers with outer radius of 116 cm. Finally, the tracker outer endcaps
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(TEC) with 9 disks cover the z range where the other subsystem does not
reach, i.e. 124 cm < |z| < 282 cm. Each subsystem delivers different number
and kind of measurements on the trajectory depending on its geometry and
the number of layers.
Performance
Regarding the performance of the detector, the momentum resolution for sin-
gle muons with high transverse momentum (pT ) around 100GeV is 1–2% de-
pending on the η region. The resolution for the transverse and longitudinal
impact parameter is about 10µm and 20–40µm respectively. The resolution is
degraded for a low momentum particle due to the effect from multi scattering.
In terms of the efficiency, single muons are detected with ∼99% efficiency with
pT above 10GeV in |η| <∼ 2.0 region. In higher |η| region, the efficiency starts
to drop due to the limited coverage of the forward pixel detector.
3.2.3 Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) provides the measurement of the
electromagnetic object like electrons and photons. This is the homogeneous
calorimeter made of lead tungstate (PbWO4) crystals, which have many good
characteristics suitable for LHC environment. Thanks to its high density (8.28 g/cm3)
and short radiation length (X0) (0.89 cm) as well as its good hardness on the
radiation damage, the high granularity detector can be made with a compact
size. Also, the emission of the scintillation light is fast as about 80% of the light
is emitted within 25 ns, which satisfies the requirement on the fast response
due to short bunch crossing in LHC. The disadvantage of the crystal, which




The overall structure of the ECAL is illustrated in Fig. 3.9. The central barrel
part covers the pseudorapidity range |η| < 1.479. It is made of 61,200 crystals
that has the area of 22×22mm2 for the front face and 23 cm long corresponding
to 25.8X0. The scintillation lights are collected and amplified by Avalanche
photodiodes as the photodetectors.
The endcap detector, which covers 1.479 < |η| < 3.0, is made of 7324
crystals for each two endcaps. The crystal has 28.62 × 28.62mm2 area for
the front face and the length of 220mm (24.7X0). The photodetectors for the
endcap is vacuum phototriodes.
ECAL has another subsystem in front of the endcap detector called preshower
detector that covers 1.653 < |η| < 2.6. The goal of the detector is to distinguish
single photon from two merged photons from decays of neutral pion π0 → γγ
in high η region via finer granularity than the ECAL. The first layer generates
the electromagnetic shower of incoming particles, and the silicon sensors in
the second layer measure the deposit energy and the shower profile.
As the number of emitted photon in the crystal and the performance of
photodetector depends on the temperature, it is important to keep the same
temperature during the operation. The cooling system in ECAL uses water
flow to extract heats in electronics and stays in 18◦C within ±0.05◦C.
Performance







+ (N/E)2 + C2 (3.3)
S is the stochastic term, which represents the contribution from the fluctu-
ation event by event or photostatistics. N is the noise term, which contains the
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Figure 3.9: Transverse slice of the ECAL [36].
effect from electronics, digitization and pileup noise. Finally, C is the constant
term and it comes from non-uniformity of the light, intercalibration errors and
the leakage of the energy at the crystal.








+ (0.12/E)2 + (0.30%)2 (3.4)
It leads an excellence performance in the energy measurement, e.g. about
0.5% resolution for the electron with the energy of 120GeV. The details on
the ECAL performance can be found in [37].
3.2.4 HCAL
The hadronic calorimeter is designed to measure the energy of hardonic jets.
Also it is important to measure missing transverse energy that comes from
neutrino or exotic particles in new physics. The HCAL is divided into 4 sub-
systems as illustrated in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Geometry of HCAL [34].
Structure
The barrel of HCAL (HB), located just after the ECAL barrel detector, is a
sampling detector that covers |η| < 1.3. It is composed of successive layers of
absorber and scintillator, and a hadronic particle produces many secondary
particles (“showers”) by going through the multi layers of the absorber. The
energy of the hadronic jets are measured by the light collected from the scintil-
lator. For HB, absorber is brass (70% Cu and 30% Zn) with interaction length
(λI) of 16.42 cm and a plastic scintillator is used. The effective interaction
length of HB goes up to about 11λI .
Another hadron calorimeter, or called tail catcher, is placed outside the
solenoid to compensate HB which has limited interaction length due to the
restriction of the space between ECAL and the magnet coil.
The HCAL endcap detector (HE) covers 1.3 < |η| < 3, and it also has a
similar concept with HB and consists of brass absorber and scintillator layers.
The interaction length of HE is around 10λI .
For the very forward region with 3 < |η| < 5.2, the forward hadronic
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calorimeter covers and the energy of the forward particles measured here is
important for the estimation of missing transverse energy. It measures the
energy by capturing the Cherenkov light via quartz fibers, which can stands
for hard radiation damage in the very forward region.
Performance
The energy resolution of the hadronic jets is around 10–15% for a 100GeV jets
depending on the η range. The resolution is getting better for the jets with
higher energy.
3.2.5 Muon system
The muon system is located in the outermost part of CMS and detects the
trajectory of muons that usually go through the inner part of CMS without
significant energy loss. The system is composed of gas ionization detectors
sandwiched by the layers of steel flux-return yoke. The overview of the muon
system is shown in Fig. 3.11.
Figure 3.11: The overview of the muon system in (r,z) plane [38].
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Structure
The barrel region is composed of drift tube (DT) chambers covering |η| < 1.2.
The smallest unit of the barrel detector is the drift cell, which measures the
muon position by the drift time of the electron to its anode wire in the gas
made of 85% Ar + 15% CO2.
4 Layers of drift cell staggered by half a cell is called a superlayer, and a
DT chamber consists of 2 or 3 superlayers. Finally, the collection of 8 stations
form a station that inserted between the steel yoke (MB1, MB2 and MB3) as
seen in Fig. 3.11. In each station, 4 chambers perform the measurement in (r,
phi) plane and the other 4 chambers do the measurement in z direction. In
the last station (MB4), there is no chambers corresponding z measurement.
For the muon detection in the endcap region where higher muon and back-
gorund rates are expected as well as non-uniform magnetic field, the cathode
strip chambers (CSC) are used in 0.9 < |η| < 2.4. It consists of positively
charged anode wires and negatively charged cathode strips perpendicular to
wires in a gas volume made of 40% Ar + 50% CO2 + 10% CF4. Passing
through of a muon in the gas volume creates ions, and they move in a electric
field made by wires and strips. The position of the muon can be measured by
the interpolation of signals. A chamber has a trapezoidal shape composed of
6 layers of the wires in 7 cathode panels, and the number of chambers in each
station is 36 or 72 depending on the location.
THe Resistive Plate Chamber (RPC) complements DT and CSC operation
in |η| < 1.9 with a fast timing information in an order of 1 ns, and therefore
mainly used for triggering.
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Performance
The offline muon reconstruction efficiency reaches to about 99% in most of the
region except for the region with a chimney (|η| ∼ 0.25) and the transition
region between DT and CSC (|η| ∼ 0.8).
The muon momentum resolution measured by the muon system only is
about 9% for the muon with pT up to 200GeV, but it increases to 15–40%
depending on η for 1TeV muon due to smaller bending angle. However, the
resolution goes down to about 5% in the combination of information in the
inner tracker and muon system.
3.2.6 Trigger system
With 25 ns bunch crossing in the collision at LHC, an unprecedented amount
of the data is produced with the bunch crossing frequency of about 40MHz.
Storing and processing all of the produced event are not feasible and also
not efficient as most of the events collected in such a way are not physically
interested in terms of the view of the discovery machine for new physics.
Therefore, a significant amount of the event rate is necessary for the operation
and the trigger system plays such a role by analyzing the events in real time and
selecting potentially interesting events in physics point of view. In contrast to
offline reconstruction, the data loss from a failure in the trigger system cannot
be recovered. The stable operation is essential for the system as well as its fast
processing ability.
The trigger system is divided into two parts. The first system is L1 trigger.
It is made of programmable custom-made hardware chips (FPGA) that ensures
fast processing (within 4µs) than usual software based one. Based on coarse
measurements from the calorimeter and muon detector, L1 trigger reduced the
rate from about 40MHz to the order of 100 kHz.
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The overall structure of L1 trigger is illustrated in Fig. 3.12. The calorime-
ter based objects (e.g. electron, photon, jet, tau, missing transverse energy)
are reconstructed in the Global Calorimeter Trigger (GCT) based on the in-
formation from Regional Calorimeter Trigger that connected to ECAL, HCAL
and HF via Trigger Primitive Generators. For the muon trigger, muon candi-
dates are made in each muon system (DT, CSC and RPC) and they are sent
to Global Muon Trigger (GMT), which determines best 4 muon candidates. In
the Global Trigger, it makes trigger decisions for maximum 128 trigger paths
based on the information from GMT and GCT.
Figure 3.12: Overview of the L1 trigger system in Run 1.
At the early stage of Run2 (2016), L1 trigger system is upgraded to main-
tain the performance in smaller bunch crossing time and higher luminosity as
well as pileup compared to Run 1 [39]. In includes the upgrade of electronics
and improved algorithm in calorimeter triggers. Muon trigger is also upgraded
from the track reconstruction in each subsystem (DT and CSC track finders)
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to the region-based reconstruction (barrel, overlap and endcap track finders)
to take into account the overlap between subsystems.
The next step is the high level trigger (HLT) operated in the collection
of commercial processors (“HLT farm”) using the same software used in the
offline reconstruction. However, the reconstruction algorithm of the physics
objects can be slightly different with the offline and optimized to match the
strict requirement in HLT including efficiency, rate, and calculation time. As
HLT is software based, the HLT menu has high flexibility that makes it easy
to frequently update during the data taking (usually between fills) to obtain
higher performance or include a new trigger aiming a specific physics topology.
However, any change in HLT should be proven not to violate the HLT require-
ments mentioned above before the implementation. HLT accesses the whole
event information (including inner tracker information which is not available
in L1) and can perform more complicated analysis than L1 step. It enables
HLT to reduce the rate further from 100 kHz to the order of 1 kHz, which
is acceptable amount of the data for Tier-0, the computing infrastructure at
CERN, to be transferred to the permanent storage.
3.2.7 Data acquisition system
The Data Acquisition system (DAQ) is designed to collect and analyze the
data via interplay with the trigger system. It should be able to take the order
of 100 kHz from L1 trigger with ∼ 60GByte/s data flow, and also provide the
enough computing resource for event filtering in HLT.
The brief overview of the DAQ system is shown in Fig. 3.13. During the
data taking, front-end systems (FES) continuously stores the data in connected
buffers. If Timing, Trigger and Control (TTC) system send a L1 trigger signal,
Front-End Drivers (FEDs) send the data saved in the buffers of FES to DAQ
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system. The event builder collects the event fragments assigned to same L1
from all FEDs and build a complete event, which is sent to the Event Fil-
ter for analyzing. To protect the DAQ system from the back pressure, which
could lead buffer overflow and loss of data or out of time synchronization,
The Trigger-Throttling System (TTS) is used and avoid the overflow by fast
feedback between subdetector’s front-end and the Global Trigger Processor
(GTP).




From the detector responses (hits, energy deposits, etc) produced by the par-
ticles passing through the detector, the physics objects are reconstructed to be
used in physics analyses. The reconstructed object and its identification used
in the analysis should be carefully chosen with understanding of its advantage
and limitation, and therefore the knowledge on the reconstruction algorithm
is important for physics analyses to obtain reliable results. In this section, the
reconstruction method of each physics object is discussed. After the descrip-
tion on the global event reconstruction algorithm, the details on the muon,
electron, jet and missing transverse energy will be followed.
4.1 Global event reconstruction: Particle flow algo-
rithm
The “particle flow” (PF) algorithm [40] is the reconstruction algorithm to re-
construct physics objects by combining the information from all subdetectors
so called global event reconstruction. Traditionally, the object reconstruction
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at hadron colliders is performed relying on a relevant subdetector. Jets, which
is a energy deposit produced by the hadronization of a quark or gluon in a small
cone, are reconstructed by clustering the energy measured in the calorimeter
without any separation of individual particles inside of jets. The missing trans-
verse energy (MET) also reconstructed based on the calorimeter information
only. The reconstruction of leptons also mainly relies on corresponding subde-
tectors (muon detectors for muons and ECAL for electrons and photons). The
tracker contributes to tagging of jets to identify them from hadronic τ decay
or b-quark hadronization.
However, thanks to the fine granularity of the CMS detector enough to
provide good separation between individual particles, the PF algorithm can
be implemented in the object reconstruction and it significantly improves the
particle identification and the measurement of the particle properties (e.g.
direction, energy momentum) compared to the traditional approach. For ex-
ample, the connection of the tracker and calorimeter information leads better
measurements on jets. The charged hadrons can be separated from the jets
by identifying them via matching between a track in inner tracker and energy
deposit in the calorimeter. Their momentum and direction can be updated
with the measurement from the inner tracker with superior resolution. If no
matched track is found, the object is assigned to neutral hadron or photon, and
they are further separated based on the energy deposit in ECAL and HCAL.
The measurement of energy can be improved by the energy calibration de-
pending on photon or hadron hypothesis. The electrons and muons, identified
by the connection between tracker and ECAL (electrons) or muon detector
(muons), are not included in the jet reconstruction, which also helpful to ob-
tain the genuine quark or gluons momentum from jet. The effect from pileup
interactions, which was one of the major concern to implement the PF algo-
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rithm in hadron collider experiments, is reduced by several pileup mitigation
methods and under control.
The PF algorithm starts from the reconstruction of PF elements consists of
1) tracks for charged particles including dedicated one for electrons and muons
and 2) calorimeter clusters in the preshower, the ECAL, and the HCAL. The
physics objects from PF algorithm (“PF candidate”) are reconstructed by
linking the PF elements.
4.2 Muon reconstruction
The muon reconstruction [38] is based on the information from the inner
tracker and the muon system. There are three types of muons depending on
how it is reconstructed.
The “standalone muon” is reconstructed using the information from muon
system only. The seeds of the muon track are made by DT or CSC segments,
and the tracks are built by the Kalman Filter (KF) technique using the hits
in each subsystem. It has a worse resolution compared to the other two types
followed later, and is contaminated by cosmic muons as no information in the
inner track is used.
The “global muon” is reconstructed by combining the standalone muon
track and inner track by geometrically matching after propagating to a com-
mon surface. Once the matched track pairs are found, a combined fit is per-
formed using KF technique. The global muon has advantage in reducing the
contribution from the hadrons that reach the muon system (innermost layer
only in most of cases) called “punch through”, which can be misidentified
as muons. Also, for the high pT muons with pT > 200GeV, the momentum
resolution is better than the one from inner tracker only.
The last type is “tracker muon”, which is reconstructed by loosely matching
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between a inner track and the segement in the muon system. The inner tracks
with pT > 0.5GeV and p > 2.5GeV is used for the extrapolation to the muon
system. It contributes to the increase of the efficiency for low pT muon below
around 10GeV which is hard to leave a signature through multilayers in the
muon system. The muon efficiency of global or tracker muon reach about 99%
within the acceptance of the muon system.
4.3 Electron and photon reconstruction
The reconstruction of e/γ objects is performed using the combined information
form the inner tracker and the energy deposit in ECAL. In the case of the
photons, the photon does not leave any signals in the inner tracker. Thus,
the seed of the photon is just the supercluster in ECAL with ET > 10GeV
without links to inner tracks, and distinguish further from the electrons using
the variables related to the size and shape of the energy deposit [41].
For the electron reconstruction [42], there are two ways to create electron
seeds in the tracker. The ECAL-based approach starts from ECAL clusters
with the energy deposit larger than 4GeV. To take into account the energy
deposit from the emitted bremsstrahlung photons from the electron, the de-
posits are summed in a group of clusters (“supercluster”) that has small η
window and extended ϕ window, which takes into account the bending of elec-
trons in azimuthal direction under the magnetic field. For the seeds, the hits in
the innermost tracker layer is selected if their directions are compatible with
the direction of the superclusters.
However, the seeds from ECAL-based approach has a limited performance
to reconstruct electrons inside of jets, which leads large overlap of energy
deposits and hits around the electrons. Also, it does not work well either for
the low-pT electrons which have large bending angle and make the supercluster
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hard to contain the all spread energy deposit in ϕ direction. To compensate
the loss of electrons in ECAL-based approach, the tracker-based approach is
developed in the context of the PF algorithm. It starts from the tracks made
in the iterative tracking made by KF technique for charged particle tracks. If a
KF track is well geometrically matched and also its momentum is compatible
with the energy in corresponding PF cluster, its seed is selected as the electron
seed. For the KF tracks with small number of hits or large χ2, which could
result from a substantial energy loss by emitting bremsstrahlung photons, they
are fitted again using Gaussian-sum filter (GSF) [43] to take into account such
energy loss. They are selected as electron seeds based on the booted-decision-
tree classifier trained with various KF and GSF track parameters and the
geometrical and energy matching to ECAL. This approach is also helpful to
identify e−e+ pairs from conversions using the inner track information.
In the track reconstruction step, the seeds from ECAL-based and tracker-
based approaches are merged together. The track building is performed via
combinatorial KF technique and the energy loss is modeled by a Bethe–Heitler
function. The track parameters are estimated by GSF fitting among the col-
lected hits.
The electrons have high probability to radiate a photon (bremsstrahlung)
in the tracker material, and a usual tracks from iterative tracking with KF
method can fail to reconstruct the electron tracks appropriately. Therefore, a
dedicated approach for electron track reconstruction is implemented via . After
selecting the tracks made by KF method with small number of hits or large χ2,
which could result from a substantial energy loss by emitting bremsstrahlung
photons, they are fitted again using GSF to take into account such energy loss.
Also, in order to reduce the misreconstructed tracks, a requirement is imposed
at the final step on the score of each track from a booted-decision-tree classifier
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trained with various track parameters and the spatial relation with ECAL.
The electron candidates finally made with the association between a recon-
structed inner track and corresponding ECAL energy deposit, which is used
in creating seeds.
4.4 Jet reconstruction
The jets, produced by the hadronization of a quark or gluon, are reconstructed
by clustering the PF elements such as hadrons and non-isolated photons. They
are reconstructed in PF algorithm after the reconstruction of muon, electron
and isolated photons.
Within the tracker acceptance (|η| < 2.5), The ECAL clsuters and HCAL
clusters without links to the inner tracks are considered as photons and neutral
hadrons, respectively. However, over the tracker acceptance where the charged
hadron and neutral hadron cannot be separated, the ECAL clusters linked to
HCAL cluster are interpreted as the contribution from charged and neutral
hadrons, and the ECAL clusters without links are considered as photons.
If the ECAL and HCAL clusters are linked to inner tracks, the sum of
the energy (strictly speaking, the calibrated energy described in [40]) and the
sum of the momentum of associated inner tracks are compared. In the case
when the calorimeter energy is larger than the sum of track momentum, the
excessive energy is considered as the contribution from neutral hadrons or
photons. The remaining energy are assigned to charged hadrons.
Once the PF elements are reconstructed, the clustering of them is per-
formed by anti-kT algorithm [44]. It starts with the definition of the distance










where k2pti and k
2p
tj is the transverse momentum of i and j entries respec-
tively, and ∆2ij = (yi−yj)2+(ϕi−ϕj)2 represents the spatial distance between
entries with the rapidity y and azimuthal angle ϕ. The R is a user defined
cone size, and 0.4 is widely used in CMS. The p = 1 and p = 0 correspond to
kT and Cambridge/Aachen algorithms respectively, and the anti-kT algorithm
uses p = −1. With the above distance dij , the smallest distance is calculated
among entries. If it is dij , the entry i and j are combined into one single entry.
If it is diB = k
2p
ti , it is removed from the entry. The procedure is repeated until
there is no remaining entry.
Once the jets are reconstructed, the jet energy corrections (JEC) are ap-
plied to both data and MC in order to match the reconstructed energy to
the true value. For the MC, additional correction is applied called jet energy
resolution (JER) that smear the jet energy in MC to match the worse energy
resolution in the data. The details on both corrections can be found in [45].
4.5 Missing transverse energy reconstruction
In the collision at LHC, the sum of the transverse momentum should be zero
in an ideal condition due to the momentum conservation. However, if particles
that are not interect with detectors like neutrinos or hypothetical particles
expected in BSM makes a missing transverse energy are produced after the
collision, their transverse energy can be inferred from the deviation of the sum
of transverse momentum from zero.
Therefore, the missing transverse energy (MET, p⃗T
miss) is defined of the








The correction term can be added in above expression after taking into












The correction reduces the bias on the MET from the minimun energy
threshold of the calorimeters, inefficiencies in the tracker, and so on.
Further correction can be considered to mitigate the effect from the pileup
interactions. The induced MET from pileup are estimated by the vector sum
of the charged particles from a plieup vertex (v⃗) using the parametrization
with the form:
f(v⃗) = c1(1.0 + erf(−c2|v⃗|c3)) (4.4)
where the efficients c1, c2 and c3 are determined by the study on the
simulated events with exactly one pp collsion. To obtain the pileup-mitigated








The details on the MET reconstruction can be found in [46].
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Chapter 5
Event selection and background
estimation
From this chapter, the analysis for the measurement of the differential Drell-
Yan cross section will be described. The contents are based on the results
published in a journal [47].
5.1 Analysis overview
The goal of the analysis is to measure the differential crosss sections of DY
process with respect to the dilepton mass m, dσ/dm. The mass range is from 15
GeV to 3000 GeV whose upper limit is extended to the higher value compared
to the previous analyses [48, 49, 50] thanks to the increase of center of mass
energy. The coverage of the longitudinal momentum fraction of interacting
parton x is around 10−4 < x < 1.0 with the mass range.
The binning of the dilepton mass consists of 43 bins with the edges below.
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15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60,
64, 68, 72, 76, 81, 86, 91, 96, 101, 106,
110, 115, 120, 126, 133, 141, 150, 160, 171, 185,
200, 220, 243, 273, 320, 380, 440, 510, 600, 700,
830, 1000, 1500, 3000 GeV
(5.1)
It is identical with the one used in the previous analysis [50] except for the
upper limit and 830 GeV bin edge.
The cross section of ith mass bin is calculated by the fomula below:
σi =
Ni
Ai εi ρi L
, (5.2)
The number of observed signal yield Ni is corrected by the acceptance
Ai and efficinecy εi, and additional scale factor ρi is applied to correct the
efficiency difference between the data and simulation. Finally, the value is
normalized by the total integrated luminosity of the data L.
The summary of the analysis procedure is shown in the Fig. 5.1. The first
step is the event selection where the events expected to have leptons from
DY process are selected by looking for two prompt and isolated leptons. Basic
corrections for pileup reweighting to MC and muon (electron) momentum
(energy) scale and resolution are also applied in this step.
The next step is the estimation of the backgrounds coming from SM pro-
cesses with genuine or misidentified leptons. The backgrounds are estimated
from the data itself or MC simulation depending on the characteristic of each
physics process.
After the backgrounds are estimated and subtracted from the data, various
corrections are applied. The first correction is applied by unfolding technique
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to correct migration effects between bins originated from the momentum or
energy resolution of leptons. After the unfolding, the acceptance and efficiency
corrections are applied to compensate lost signals due to the kinematic accep-
tance of the detector or the reconstruction and identification procedure. The
efficiency scale factor, the ratio of the efficiency between the data and simula-
tion, is also taken into account to correct the difference between the data and
simulation. The final correction is another unfolding step to correct bin migra-
tion effect due to lost momentum of leptons from the Final State Radiation
(FSR) effect.
Once all corrections are applied and the central values of the cross sections
are obtained, the uncertainties, originated from various steps in the analysis
procedure, are estimated.
Finally, the cross section values associated with estimated uncertainties
are obtained and compared to the theoretical prediction at NLO and NNLO
accuracy. The combination of the two channels is also performed after checking
the compatibility of the cross section results between two channels. Details on
each procedure will be discussed later one by one.
Figure 5.1: Analysis procedure for the DY dσ/dm measurement.
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5.2 Data and MC samples
5.2.1 Data
The measurement is based on the proton-proton collision data at
√
s = 13 TeV
collected with the CMS detector at the LHC in 2015. Only the luminosity
sections certified as good for physics analyses are used, which correspond to
an integrated luminosity of 2.8 fb−1 and 2.3 fb−1 for the dimuon and dielectron
channel respectively. The events for the dimuon channel are triggered by an
isolated muon with pT > 20GeV and |η| < 2.4. For the dielectron channel,
the events are triggered by an isolated electron passing a loose identification
criteria with pT > 23GeV and |η| < 2.5.
5.2.2 MC samples
Various MC samples are used for the analysis to estimate backgrounds and
derive various corrections including the acceptance, efficiency, efficiency scale
factors and the unfolding corrections. The list of the used MC samples is
summarized in Table 5.1 with the generator for each sample.
Process Generator
Z/γ∗ → ℓℓ (10 < m(ℓℓ) < 3000GeV) MadGraph5 amc@nlo v2.2.2 [51]
W+jets MadGraph5 amc@nlo v2.2.2
tt powheg v2.0 [52, 53, 54, 55]
tW and tW powheg v1.0 [56]
WW, WZ and ZZ pythia v8.212 [57]
Table 5.1: List of MC samples for the measurement.
All samples are produced with NNPDF3.0 PDF set [58, 59]. The pythia
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generator with the underlying event tune CUETP8M1 [60] is used for hadroniza-
tion and parton shower simulation for all samples.
For the cross sections of each physics process, which is used for normal-
ization of MC events to the integrated luminosity of the data, the values with
the highest accuracy available are used. The cross section of DY process is
at NLO accuracy calculated by MadGraph5 amc@nlo. The tt cross sec-
tion is at NNLO+NNLL (next-to-next-to-leading logarithm) accuracy [61].
tW, tW and diboson events are normalized using the cross section at NLO
accuracy [62, 63].
The detector response is simulated using Geant4 [64] in all samples. Sim-
ulated events are reconstructed using the same software used for the real data.
Minimum bias events are superimposed in each MC event to mimic the pileup
effect in the data with average value of 11. All MC samples are reweighted to
have the same pileup distribution with the data.
5.3 Event selection
The event selection procedure aims to select two prompt and isolated leptons
originated from the DY process.
5.3.1 Dimuon channel
Regarding the restriction on the kinematic variables, the offline muon candi-
dates are required to be within the acceptance of the CMS detector, |η| < 2.4.
Also, the leading muon should have pT > 22GeV to ensure that it is in the
plateau region of the trigger efficiency. The requirement on the pT of the train-
ing muon is pT > 10GeV.
To select muon candidates, the standard CMS muon identification criteria
optimized for the high-pT muons (pT > 200GeV) is used, which includes
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various requirements on the information from the inner tracker and the muon
system. The muon should be reconstructed as a global muon, which is made
by a global fit from a track in the inner tracker and another track in the muon
system. In addition, the number of the valid pixel hits and the tracker layer
should be larger than 0 and 5, respectively. The transverse and longitudinal
impact parameter with respect to the primary vertex should be smaller than
2 and 5mm. This requirement helps to suppress the muons from decay in
flight similar to the requirement on the number of pixel hits and tracker layer.
Furthermore, there should be at least one hit in the muon system and two
muon stations with muon segments. These requirements suppress misidentified
muons originated from hadronic events with high energy enough to leave hits
in the muon system (punch-through). Finally, the relative pT error should be
smaller than 30% to keep only muons with reliable pT measurements.
To further suppress nonprompt muons from heavy flavor decays, the muon
is required to have isolation smaller than 10% with respect to its pT. The
isolation is calculated by the pT sum of the tracks in the inner tracker around
the muon within ∆R < 0.3 where ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆ϕ)2.
To select the dimuon candidates, the two muons should have opposite
charge, and at least one muon should be matched to a object triggering the
event. The opening angle between two muons is required to slightly differ from
π by at least 5 mrad to suppress muons from cosmic ray going through regions
near interaction point, which can appear as back-to-back dimuon event in the
offline reconstruction. Also, the dimuon vertex χ2 should be smaller than 20
to ensure that the dimuon events come from same vertex and reject dimuons
made by arbitrary combination of muons from kaon or pion decays. If there
are multiple dimuon pairs satisfying all conditions in a event, the pair with
smallest vertex χ2 is selected.
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Details on the muon reconstruction, identification procedure and their per-
formances can be found in Ref. [38].
The summary of the event selection in the dimuon channel is shown in
Table 5.2.
Type Requirements
Kinematic variable pT > 22, 10GeV and |η| < 2.4
Muon candidate
Global muon
Npixelhits > 0 and Ntrackerlayer > 5
dxy < 2mm and dz < 5mm




at least 1 muon matched to a trigger object
Angle(µ1, µ2) < π − 0.005 (rad)
Dimuon vertex χ2 < 20
Table 5.2: Summary of the event selection in the dimuon channel.
The kinematic distributions of muons (pT, η) after the event seletion are
shown in Fig. 5.2.
5.3.2 Dielectron channel
The requirement on the kinematic variables is |η| < 2.5 with excluding the
transition region between barrel and endcap detector in ECAL (1.444 < |η| <
1.566) to be within the acceptance of CMS detector. With the same reason
with the dimuon channel, the leading electron is required to have pT larger
































































Figure 5.2: The distribution of muon pT and η after the event selection.
synchronized with dimuon channel.
The dielectron channel uses the standard CMS identification criteria that
aims to about 80% efficiency per electron to select electron candidates. The
variables used for the identification is explained below, and the exact criteria
is summarized in Table 5.3.
• σiηiη: the width of the shape of the energy deposit along the η direction. It
helps to distinguish genuine electrons from misidentified electrons com-
ing from jets with large electromagnatic showers because electromagnatic
showers usually have narrower shape than hadronic showers.
• H/E: The ratio of the energy deposit at the HCAL and ECAL. Genuine
electron is expected to have small ratio compared to jets misidentified
as electrons.
• |∆ηIn| and |∆ϕIn|: The η and ϕ difference between the track at the inner
tracker propagated to the super cluster at ECAL and the position of the
cluster itself.
• 1/E − 1/P : The difference of energy deposited in ECAL and the mo-
mentum measured by the curvature of the track.
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• dxy and dz: transverse and longitudinal impact parameter from the pri-
mary vertex.
• Nmissinghits: expected number of missing hits. It is used to suppress elec-
trons from photon conversion that have higher probability to have miss-
ing hits.
• Conversion veto: Boolean defined by several conditions to reject electrons
from conversion [65, 66].
• PFIso/pT: isolation requirement relative to electron pT to suppress non-
prompt electrons similar to muons. The isolation is calculated by the
energy sum of photons, charged hardon and neutral hadrons around the
electron within ∆R < 0.3 reconstructed by the PF algorithm [67].
For the dielectron candidate, at least one electron should be matched to a
trigger object. Only the events that have exact 2 electrons satisfying the above
identification are used. No requirement on opposite sign or vertex χ2 is used
to minimize the signal efficiency loss.
More details on the electron reconstruction, identification can be found in
Refs. [65, 66] with their performance.
The kinematic distributions of electrons (pT, η) after the event seletion are
shown in Fig. 5.3.
5.4 Momentum scale and resolution correction
The momentum or energy of the reconstructed leptons can be imperfectly
measured due to the effects from detector misalignments or conditions, which
affects in the dilepton mass distribution. The resolution and scale corrections
are applied to each lepton candidate in the dimuon channel [68] and dielectron
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Variable Barrel Endcap
σiηiη < 0.0101 0.0283
H/E < 0.0876 0.0678
|∆ηIn| < 0.0103 0.00733
|∆ϕIn| < 0.0336 0.114
1/E − 1/P < 0.0174 0.0898
dxy < 0.0118 0.0739
dz < 0.373 0.602
Nmissinghits ≤ 2 1
Conversion veto yes yes
PFIso/pT < 0.0766 0.0678










































































Figure 5.3: The distribution of electron pT and η after the event selection.
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channel [65, 66] respectively using the methods widely used in CMS. The effect
of the corrections on the dilepton mass distribution near Z boson mass is shown
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Figure 5.4: The dilepton mass distribution before (left) and after (right) apply-
ing resoluion and scale correction in the dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom)
channels.
5.5 Background estimation
The major background events in the measurement are top-quark associated
events (tt, tW and tW). The dilepton events from QCD multijets and W+jets
process are prominent in the low mass region below Z peak. The dimuon or
dielectron pair from the decay of τ in Z/γ∗ → ττ process is one of the dominant
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source near Z peak region, with the contribution of the leptons from diboson
process.
The number of background events are estimated from the data itself when-
ever feasible to reduce the uncertainty associated with the simulation of the
background processes. The remaining background events are estimated using
the prediction from MC simulation.
5.5.1 Dimuon channel
eµ method
Major backgrounds with 2 genuine leptons in the final state (tt, tW and tW,
WW and Z/γ∗ → ττ) are estimated by so called eµ method, which exploits
eµ data control sample and the branching ratio between eµ and µµ final state.
The basic idea to estimate the background from a given process by eµ method
is shown in (5.3).






The number of background events in the same flavor final state N ℓℓest. is
estimated by multiplying the number of data events in eµ final state N eµdata
and the branching fraction between eµ and ℓℓ final state N ℓℓMC/N
eµ
MC. The
fraction for eµ to ℓℓ is expected to 2 in principle, but it can be differ from
2 due to various factors originated from the difference between e and µ in
realistic condition, including acceptance, efficiency and FSR effect. Therefore,
the fraction is estimated by MC simulation.
To obtain eµ events from the data, the data sample triggered by at least
one isolated muon with pT > 20GeV (same trigger for dimuon channel) is used.
The leading lepton between e and µ is required to have pT larger than 22GeV,
and the trailing lepton should have pT > 10GeV. The same identification
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criteria with the one for the event selection is used for the electron and muon,
respectively. The final eµ pair is selected if angle(e, µ) < π − 0.005 (rad) and
eµ vertex χ2 < 20 to have consistent requirement with the dimuon candidates
in the dimuon channel. The comparison of the data and prediction in selected
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Figure 5.5: eµmass distribution used for the background estimation in dimuon
channel. The black point is the data, and filled colors are the MC prediction
from each process except for QCD. The contribution from QCD is estimated
by a data driven method.
The predictions in Fig. 5.5 come from MC simulation except for QCD,
which is estimated by data driven technique used in [69]. The eµ events from
QCD is basically from the decay of b quarks, and the ratio of the same sign
to opposite sign eµ events R is a constant value 0.57 predicted by b mixing
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probability. Therefore, the number of events with opposite sign is calculated
by (5.4). Nµ
±µ±
data represents the eµ data events with same sign after subtracting













The entire mass range is dominated by tt process (green), followed by
tW and tW events (gray). The contribution from Zγ∗ → ττ (red) is prominent
near 60 GeV. In general, the data and prediction agree within 10 to 20% level.
To estimate the number of background from each process, the amount of
the eµ data events from a given process N eµdata,process is estimated by multiply-
ing the fraction of the number of MC events from the process with respect to
the total MC. For example, the number of tt events are computed like below:
N eµ
data,tt















The estimated number of backgrounds from each process by eµ method is
shown in Fig. 5.6 with the comparison to MC simulation.
Fake rate method
Instead of backgrounds with two prompt leptons (estimated by eµ method),
other type of the backgrounds including at least one object misidentified as
prompt lepton (W+jets and QCD) are estimated by “fake rate” method that
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Figure 5.6: The dilepton mass distribution estimated by eµ method for back-
ground processes (tt on top left, tW and tW on top right, WW on bottom
left and Zγ∗ → ττ on bottom right). Each distribution is compared to the
MC simulation. The difference between estimated number of events and MC
simulation is assigned as one of the systematic uncertainty sources.
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is derived from a data control sample and defined as the probability of the
misidentified lepton passing the lepton identification criteria. To estimate the
backgrounds from fakes, a weight based on the estimated fake rate is applied
to a fake-dominated data sample to convert them to the number of events
passing the event selection criteria.
The fake rate in the dimuon channel is estimated by the fraction of muons
from QCD passing the muon identification criteria (Section 5.3) with respect
to the number of QCD muons passing loose isolation criteria in the data.
The main difficulty of the fake rate measurement is to extract QCD muons
in the data because the data sample satisfying the denominator (loose iso-
lation) and numerator (full selection) is largely contaminated by electroweak
processes including Z/γ∗, top-quark and diboson processes and also the fake
leptons are not described well by MC simulation.
The two methods are considered to extract QCD muons. The first method
is called “ratio method” based on the assumption that MC simulation describes
(at least) the fraction of QCD muons in the data well. The number of QCD
muons in data (Nµ,QCDdata ) is estimated by multiplying the fraction of number
of QCD muons from MC (Nµ,QCDMC ) with respect to total MC muons (N
µ,total
MC )







The second method is called “template fitting” which directly fit the data
using the template shape obtained from MC, and the fraction of QCD in the
data is extracted from the fit results. The isolation distribution is used for the
template fitting as the shape is distinguishable between QCD and the other
electroweak processes.
The second method is selected as the primary method to estimate the fake
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rate because it provides more reliable estimation of QCD fraction by directly
fitting to the data. The difference with the fake rate estimated by ratio method
is used as the systematic uncertainty.






















































Figure 5.7: The muon fake rate as a function of muon pT in the barrel (left)
and endcap (right). The results estimated by the template fitting (nominal
method) and ratio method (alternative method for systematic uncertainty)
are presented.
To estimate the backgrounds with two misidentified prompt muons (QCD
dijets), the data events with two leptons failing the isolation requirement are
selected and weights are applied based on fake rate per muons (fake rate /
1-fake rate) to convert the number of events from the fake dominant region
(two muons failing isolation requirement) to the signal region (two muons
passing isolation requirement). Small contamination by electroweak processes
are subtracted by MC simulation.
For the backgrounds with only one misidentified prompt muons (W+jets),
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the procedure is similar with QCD dijet case. The difference is that the control
data sample requires only 1 muon failing isolation, not 2 muons. The weight
is also applied only 1 muon (failing isolation requirement) per event. However,
as the control data sample includes 1 muon passing isolation requirement, the
contribution from the electroweak processes is larger than QCD dijet case and
the simple subtraction of them by MC simulation doesn’t work. To subtract
the contribution properly, a template fitting is performed on the dilepton mass
distribution. The template shapes for the electroweak processes are obtained
from MC simulation. For W+jet template, the shape of the distribution ob-
tained from the data with same sign requirement between two muons are used
after subtracting other contributions by MC simulation. The QCD template,
obtained in the data driven way as discussed above, is also considered in the
template fitting to avoid double counting.
The estimated dilepton mass distribution from QCD and W+jets by the
fake rate method is shown in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: The dilepton mass distribution from QCD (left) and W+jet (right)
events estimated by fake rate method.
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MC prediction
The minor backgrounds not considered in data driven methods (WZ and ZZ)
are estimated by MC simulation after taking into account the efficiency scale
factor. The dilepton mass distribution from the two processes normalized to
the integrated luminosity of the data are shown in Fig.5.9.
m [GeV]


















Figure 5.9: The dilepton mass distribution of the backgrounds estimated by
MC simulation (WZ and ZZ). The efficiency scale factor is applied, and the
distribution is normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data.
5.5.2 Dielectron channel
The background estimation in the dielectron channel is quite similar with
dimuon channel as the estimation method is universal for muon and elec-
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tron case. The background processes with two true electrons (tt, tW and tW,
WW and Z/γ∗ → ττ) are estimated by eµ method, and the other backgrounds
with misidentified electrons (W+jets and QCD) are estimated by fake rate
method. MC simulation is used to estimate small remaining backgrounds (WZ
and ZZ).
eµ method
The basic idea is exactly same with the dimuon channel, which uses the branch-
ing fraction of the ee to eµ final state. To obtain the eµ data distribution, the
data sample is collected by the trigger with an electron with pT > 17GeV
satisfying a loose identification and isolation criteria and an isolated muon
with pT > 8GeV. The pT criteria on the offline reconstructed leptons are 25
and 15 GeV for electron and muon respectively to ensure to be in the plateau
region of the trigger efficiency. Similar event selection is used with the dielec-
tron channel but switching an electron to a muon with a tight identification
criteria [38] and and requirement on the particle flow based isolation.
The dilepton mass distribution in eµ final state is shown in Fig. 5.10. Data
and MC simulation agrees well within a few % in general.
The eµ dilepton mass distribution is converted to the distribution in the
dielectron channel using the branching fraction (5.3) and Fig. 5.11 shows the
estimated distribution with the comparison to MC simulation. The difference
with the simulation is assigned as the systematic uncertainty on the estimated
number of backgrounds as same with the dimuon channel.
fake rate method
To estimate the backgrounds with objects misidentified as electron (QCD and
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Figure 5.10: eµ dilepton mass distribution for the background estimation by
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Figure 5.11: The background events estimated by eµ method in the dielectron
channel (black dots) with the comparison to MC simulation.
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electron channel, the major contribution of the misidentified electron comes
from a jet (with electromagnatic energy deposit in ECAL), and therefore the
definition of the fake rate is slightly different with the dimuon channel, which
is the probability of a jet passing the electron identification criteria used in the
analysis. To estimate the fake rate, a data sample collected by single photon
triggers is used. To reduce the contamination from electroweak processes, no
more than 1 electron satisfying the electron identification criteria is allowed
(to reject Z/γ∗ process) and the missing transverse energy should be smaller
than 20 GeV (to reject W+jets). A few more requirements are imposed to re-
ject events with true photons. Remaining small contamination by electroweak
processes are subtracted by MC simulation.
The estimated fake rate is shown in Fig. 5.12 as a function of electron pT
in the barrel and endcap region respectively.
 GeVTelectron P
















 < 2.5η1.566 < 
Figure 5.12: Electron fake rate as a function of electron pT in the barrel and
endcap.
Based on the fake rate, the backgrounds with two misidentified electrons
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(from QCD dijet) are estimated by applying weights per electrons on top of
the data sample collected with two electrons failing the electron identification
criteria used in the dielectron channel. Similarly, the backgrounds with one
prompt electron and one misidentified electron (from W+jets) are estimated
using another data control sample with 1 passing and 1 failing electrons for
the identification criteria. In both cases, the contamination from electroweak
process in the data control samples is subtracted by MC simulation.
The estimated QCD and W+jets background events are shown in Fig. 5.13.
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Figure 5.13: The dilepton mass distribution estimated by the fake rate method
for QCD (left) and W+jets (right) processes.
MC prediction
Remaining backgrounds not estimated by data driven methods (WZ and ZZ)
have small contribution compared to the other backgrounds. They are esti-
mated by MC simulation same as the dimuon channel, and Fig. 5.14 shows
their dielectron mass distribution. Efficiency scale factor is applied.
The dilepton mass distributions with estimated backgrounds in each chan-
nel are shown in Fig. 5.15 and the fraction of the background events with re-
spect to the total data events is presented in Fig. 5.16 as a function of dilepton
mass. The DY events dominates over the entire mass range in both channels.
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Figure 5.14: The dielectron mass distribution for the background events esti-
mated by MC simulation. Efficiency scale factor is applied, and the distribution
is normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data.
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The dominant backgrounds is top-quark processes (tt, tW and tW) whose
fraction goes up to about 30% above Z peak region. The contribution from
misidentification (QCD and W+jets) and Electroweak processes (Z/γ∗ → ττ
and diboson processes) is prominent in the low mass region below Z peak.
Overall, the prediction described the data well within 10% level in most of the
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Figure 5.15: The dilepton mass distributions of the data compared to the
predicted number of signal and backgrounds in dielectron (top) and dimuon
channel (bottom). The data is presented as black dots, and filled colors are
the predictions from data driven method or MC simulation.
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Figure 5.16: The fraction of the number of estimated background events with
respect to the total number of data events observed per mass bin in the di-
electron (top) and dimuon (bottom) channels. Black color is the total number





6.1 Unfolding for the detector resolution
The resolution of dilepton mass leads the migration between mass bins. The
migration effect becomes large depending on the relative size of the mass bin
with respect to the mass resolution. The migration effect should be corrected
to obtain the differential cross section without the detector effect. It is per-
formed by unfolding technique, which “unfold” the observed distribution to
the true dilepton distribution using the information of the map between true
and reconstructed dilepton mass so called response matrix.
The i, k component of response matrix Tik used in the analysis is defined as
the fraction of the number of events in kth bin of the true lepton distribution







i and k is always identical in the ideal resolution scenario, but in the
realistic case, there are some i ̸= k components (off-diagonal terms) that mean
the bin migration from ith bin to kth bin.
The response matrices from DY MC simulation for dimuon and dielectron
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Figure 6.1: Response matrix for the detector resolution in the dielectron (left)
and dimuon channel (right).
In both channels, most of the events (about 90%) are placed in the diagonal
terms in general. The migration effect is prominent near Z peak region due
to small size of the bins (4-5 GeV). The reason of larger migration in the
dielectron channel than the dimuon channel is larger FSR effect of electron.
The true dilepton distribution is obtained by using iterative D’Agostini
method [70] with the response matrices.
6.2 Acceptance and efficiency
Some of DY events produced in pp collision are lost in the detection procedure
due to the kinematic and geometrical acceptance of the detector or the recon-
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struction the identification procedure. To compensate the lost signal events,
the correction factors called Acceptance (A) and Efficiency (ϵ) defined in 6.2
are caclulated:










where Ngen is the number of total generated signal events, NA is the
number of events satisfying the acceptance criteria (pT and η requirement), and
N ϵ is the number of reconstructed events passing all event selection criteria.
The acceptance and efficiency are estimated by DY MC simulation for each
mass bin as shown in Fig.6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Acceptance and efficiency as a function of dilepton mass in the
dielectron (left) and dimuon (right) channel. The blue and red color correspond
to the acceptance and efficiency, repectively. Their multiplication is presented
as black color.
In both channels, the acceptance is quite small below 1% in the lowest
mass bin due to pT requirements on each lepton, but it gradually increases in
higher mass region up to about 80%. The efficiency is from 30 to 70% for the
dielectron channel and 80 to 90% for the dimuon channel.
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6.3 Efficiency scale factor
The efficiency shown in Fig. 6.2 is estimated by MC simulation, but the lepton
reconstruction, identification and trigger efficiency can be different between
simulation and data. Therefore, the efficiency scale factor, the ratio of the
efficiency of the data to MC, is applied to correct the difference of the efficiency.
To obtain the lepton efficiencies from simulation and data used for the scale
factor, the “tag-and-probe method” [28] is used.
In the method, dilepton events with their invariant mass near Z boson is
selected if a lepton satisfies a tight identification criteria (“tag”). The dilepton
mass distribution is split into two parts depending on whether the lepton on
the other side (“probe”) satisfies a given criteria or not. Each distribution is
fit to obtain the number of probe leptons after subtracting backgrounds not
coming from Z boson, and the efficiency of the criteria is estimated by the
fraction of the number of probes satisfying the criteria with respect to the
total number of probes.
To take into account the dependence of the efficiency with respect to the
kinematics of the leptons, the efficiency is parametrized in pT and η of the
leptons. The single lepton efficiency is independently measured in each step
(reconstruction and identification including isolation) and the overall efficiency
of dilepton events is computed by multiplying all efficiencies as shown below:
εevent = εℓ1 × εℓ2 × εevent, trig (6.3)
where εℓ1,2 are the efficiency of single leptons in a dilepton event and
εevent, trig the event efficiency for the trigger taking into account the prob-
ability that either of two leptons can trigger the event [49, 50]. The detail
procedure and value of the tag-and-probe efficiency as a function of lepton pT
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and η are shown in Section A.
The conversion of the efficiency scale factor per event (εevent,data/εevent,MC)
to the scale factor per mass bin for the cross section in (5.2) is done by recom-
puting the efficiency as a function of dilepton mass after applying the scale
factor per event with simulation. The ratio of the efficiency with and without
efficiency scale factor per mass bin is used as the scale factor per mass bin.
The efficiency scale factor per dilepton mass bin is shown in Fig. 6.3 in each
channel. There are two scale factor results for the dimuon channel because the
data efficiency is measured separately after splitting the dataset into two parts
with resepct to an update in the isolation algorithm of the trigger. The amount
of the data before (HLT menu version 4.2) and after update (version 4.3) is
843 pb−1 and 1916 pb−1 respectively. After the update, the trigger efficiency
increased especially near the the pT threshold of the trigger (20 GeV) and it
leads better agreement with MC. This is the reason why the efficiency scale
factor per mass bin changed from about 93% to 96% below Z peak region
after the update, but there is almost no impact in the higher mass region. On
the other hand, the scale factor for the dielectron channel is around 96% in
general.
6.4 Unfolding correction for final state radiation ef-
fect
The leptons can emit photons by FSR, which can shift the observed dilepton
mass to a lower value due to lost momentum carried by photons. The bin
migration due to the shift should be corrected to combine two channels as the
FSR effect is diffent for e and µ. it also makes easier to compare with the
theoretical prediction.
As a representative of leptons with the compensation of lost momentum,
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Efficiency SF per mass bin
Figure 6.3: The efficiency scale factor per dilepton mass bin for the dimuon
channel (left) and dielectron channel (right).
“dressed lepton” concept is used. The momentum of dressed lepton is defined
by adding momentum of photons near the lepton after FSR effect (post–FSR)







To correct the effect, another unfolding procedure is performed to unfold
post FSR distribution to the distribution with dressed lepton. The response
matrices from DY MC simulation is shown in Fig. 6.4.
The off-diagonal terms are placed in the lower side with respect to the
diagonal term as the FSR effect always makes the dilepton mass lower. The
migration is larger in the dielectron channel due to larger FSR effect of elec-
tron.
The dressed distribution is obtained by using iterative D’Agostini method [70]
again for the dielectron channel and simple matrix inversion for the dimuon
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In the chapter, the methods to estimate the systematic uncertainty is discussed
for each source, following the order of analysis procedure.
7.1 Background estimation
The uncertainty sources are different for the backgrounds estimated by data-
driven technique (eµ method and fake rate method) and MC simulation. For
the data-driven backgrounds, two uncertainty sources are taken into account:
1. Statistical uncertainty due to the limited statistics of the data used
(treated as systematic)
2. Difference between data-driven estimation and MC simulation
The first source is the uncertainty on the estimated backgrounds propa-
gated from the statistical uncertainty in the eµ data control sample in the
case of the backgrounds estimated by eµ method. For the ones from fake rate
method, the uncertainty propagated from the statistical uncertainty on the
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fake rate itself is used. In addition, the difference of the fake rate between
template fitting and ratio method is also considered.
For the backgrounds from MC simulation, below sources are considered:
1. Statistical uncertainty due to the limited statistics of MC simulation
(treated as systematic)
2. Uncertainty of the cross section used for the normalization to the inte-
grated luminosity of the data
To convert the uncertainty on the number of the background events to
the uncertainty on the cross section, a dedicated method is used instead of
simple uncertainty propagation bin by bin, to take into account the correlation
between bins. For a given background process, 1000 background histograms are
made by randomizing the number of background events within the uncertainty
assigned to each mass bin, and 1000 smeared cross section results are computed
from each randomized background histogram. The standard deviation of the
gaussian fit to the distribution of the relative difference between the nominal
cross section and the smeared cross sections is assigned as the uncertainty on
the cross section per mass bin. The final uncertainty from the background
estimation is calculated by the quadrature sum of the uncertainties from each
background process.
7.2 Detector resolution
The uncertainty on the detector resolution is composed of two sources: uncer-
tainty from the electron (muon) energy (momentum) scale correction and the
uncertainty from the unfolding for the detector resolution.
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7.2.1 Muon momentum scale correction
The muon momentum scale correction, separately applied for the simulation
and data, has its uncertainty originated from its derivation procedure [68].
To estimate the uncertainty on the cross section, the method used in the
background estimation is used. In the case of MC correction, the correction
is smeared within its uncertainty and 500 response matrices for the detector
resolution unfolding are computed with the smeared corrections. 500 smeared
cross sections are obtained from each response matrix, and the standard devi-
ation of the relative difference distribution between the nominal cross section
and smeared cross sections is assigned as the uncertainty per mass bin. For
the data correction, the procedure is same but computes the dimuon mass
distribution of the data instead of the response matrix. The final uncertainty
from the correction is computed by the quadrature sum of the uncertainties
from MC and data corrections.
7.2.2 Electron energy scale and smearing correction
The uncertainty is estimated in the way similar with the muon momentum
scale correction. The corrections for the electron energy scale and resolution
is smeared within its uncertainty and 100 response matrices are produced
with the smeared correction. 100 cross sections are produced by propagating
the response matrices, and the standard deviation of the relative difference
distribution between the cross sections with and without smearing is assigned
as the uncertainty.
7.2.3 Unfolding for the detector resolution
The two sources are considered for the uncertainty from the unfolding correc-
tion:
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1. Statistical uncertainty due to the limited statistics of the MC simulation
used in computing the response matrix
2. Dependence on MC modeling
The second source is estimated by taking the difference with the cross
section results computed from another response matrix computed with an al-
ternative MC generator. In the dimuon channel, the MC simulation generated
by Madgraph at LO (dimuon mass < 50GeV) and powheg (dimuon mass
> 50GeV) is used as the alternative generator. In the dielectron channel, the
main signal sample (MadGraph5 amc@nlo) is reweighted with the distri-
bution from fewz and used to produce different response matrix.
7.3 Acceptance and PDF
The uncertainty on the acceptance and PDF comes from theoretical sources.
The 3 uncertainty sources are considered below:
1. Imperfect knowledge on PDF
2. Dependence on the strong coupling constant αS
3. Effect of higher order corrections on the acceptance
The first source is estimated by fewz using the error sets in NNPDF 3.0
at NNLO accuracy. For the second source, the acceptance is recomputed using
the PDF set with αS = 0.117 αS = 0.119 which are deviated from the central
αS value (0.118). The maximum difference of the acceptance with the nomi-
nal value is assigned as the uncertainty from αS . To estimate the uncertainty
from the last source, the acceptance with NNLO prediction is computed us-
ing fewz package. The difference between the nominal value (estimated by
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MadGraph5 amc@nlo DY sample at NLO accuracy) and NNLO value is
assigned as the uncertainty bin by bin. To avoid statistical fluctuations, each
acceptance shape as a function of dilepton mass is fit and the difference is
taken from the fit functions.
The final uncertainty from the acceptance and PDF are computed by the
quadrature sum of the uncertainties from all sources.
7.4 Efficiency scale factor
The uncertainty from the efficiency scale factor comes from the uncertainty
on the tag-and-probe efficiency measurement. In the dimuon channel, below
sources are considered for the tag-and-probe efficiency:
• Statistical uncertainty on the efficiency (treated as systematic)
• Alternative signal and background shape
• Alternative mass range
• Alternative number of mass bins
• Alternative pT requirement on tag muons (that controls the level of
backgrounds in tag and probe mass distribution)
• Alternative pT–η bins
Similarly, dielectron channel considered below sources for the tag-and-
probe efficiency:
• Statistical uncertainty on the efficiency (treated as systematic)
• Alternative signal and background shape
• Alternative pT requirement on tag electrons
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• Alternative MC sample (for MC efficiency only)
In both channels, the uncertainty coming from alternative signal and back-
ground shape is dominant in most of pT–η bins.
To propagate the uncertainty on the tag-and-probe efficiency to the uncer-
tainty on the cross section, randomized maps are used as the similar approach
for the estimation of the uncertainty from the background estimation or scale
corrections. For a given uncertainty source, 500 pT–η randomized efficiency
maps are produced by smearing the nominal efficiencies within the uncer-
tainty. Each randomized map is used to calcuate the efficiency scale factor
and the final cross section. The standard deviation of the relative difference
between the nominal value and alternative values from the randomized effi-
ciency maps are assigned as the uncertainty on the cross section from the given
uncertainty. The final uncertianty from the efficiency scale factor on the cross
section is the quadrature sum of all uncertianties from each source.
7.5 FSR
The uncertainty source is same with the unfolding correction for the detector
resolution as both of them are based on the unfolding technique. To estimate
the uncertainty from MC modeling, the different generator for FSR effect with
pythia is chosen, photos 3.56 [71]. The difference with the cross section from
the response matrix based on photos sample is assigned as the uncertainty.
7.6 Integrated luminosity
The integrated luminosity was mainly masured using the pixel detector with
Pixel Cluster Counting (PCC) method. The absolute calibrations were per-
formed by Van der Meer Scan (VdM). The luminosity uncertainty includes
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the uncertainty sources from PCC and VdM and the size of the uncertainty
is 2.3% [72].
The uncertainty on the cross section is shown for each source in Fig. 7.1
in both channels. The tables with exact numbers are available in Section B.
In general, the systematic uncertainty is dominant below dilepton mass
< 400GeV. In the low mass region below Z peak, the dominant uncertainty
source is Acceptance+PDF that goes up to about 10% due to the large impact
of higher order corrections on the acceptance in this region. Experimentally,
the uncertainty from the efficiency scale factor is dominant with 2–3% level
in both channels. Near Z peak region, the total systematic uncertainty goes
down to the similar level of luminosity uncertainty. In the higher mass region,
the uncertainty from the background estimation starts to dominant with the
statistical uncertainty due to the lack of statistics in the data.
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Figure 7.1: The uncertainty on the differential cross section per each source
in the dielectron (top) and dimuon (bottom) channels. “Total systematic“
represents the quadrature sum of all uncertainties except for statistical, lumi-





8.1 Results from individual channels
The differential DY cross section dσ/dm with all corrections is presented in
Fig. 8.1. The experimental result is compared to theoretical predictions based
on NNPDF 3.0 PDF set by MadGraph5 amc@nlo at NLO accuracy and
fewz at NNLO accuracy. The fewz prediction also includes higher order EW
corrections (NLO). In general, the experimental result shows good agreement
with the theoretical predictions within uncertainties. The cross section values
in the dimuon and dielectron channels are summarized from the Table D.1
to D.4 in Section D.
In addition, the fiducial cross sections without acceptance and FSR correc-
tions are also measured. Without them, the theoretical input to the measure-
ment is minimized and the uncertainty associated to the result is reduced. The
result is shown in Fig. 8.2 with the comparison to the theoretical prediction by
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Figure 8.1: The differential DY cross section dσ/dm in the full phase space
with FSR correction from dielectron (top) and dimuon channel (bottom). The
experimental result is shown in black color, and it is compared to the theoret-
ical predictions by MadGraph5 amc@nlo at NLO accuracy (red) and fewz
at NNLO QCD and NLO EW accuracy (blue). The ratio between theoretical
prediction and experimental result is shown in the bottom panel.
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(Fig. 8.1) is prominent in the low mass region where the acceptance correction
is quite large as shown in Fig. 6.2. The data and theory have good agreement
within uncertainties in general. Table D.5-D.6 and D.7-D.8 show the summary
of the fiducial cross sections in the dimuon and dielectron channel respectively.
8.2 Combination between two channels
The differential cross sections in the dielectron and dimuon channel show good
agreement each other and therefore the results are combined by exploiting the
lepton universality to have higher precision. The combination of two channels
is done by the same procedure used in [73]. The central value of the com-
bined result per mass bin is determined by the average of the cross sections in
each channel weighted by the inverse of squared associated uncertainty. The
weighted mean makes the combined result closer to the measurement with
lower uncertainty between two channels. The uncertainty associated to the
combined result is extracted from the diagonal elements of the covariance ma-
trix for the combined result, which is constructed using the covariance matrices
of individual channels and the weights used in the combination of the central
value. The details on the treatment of the correlation and the estimation of
the covariance matrices can be found in Section C.
The differential cross section of the combined results is shown in Fig. 8.3
with the comparison to the theoretical prediction by fewz. The summary of
the combined result is shown in Table D.9-D.10. The abscissas of the data
points are adjusted using the Eq. (6) in Ref. [74]. Fig. 8.4 shows the magnified
ratio between the combined result and the theoretical prediction for low (m <
200GeV) and high (m > 200GeV) mass region. The theoretical prediction
taking into account the photon induced contribution is calculated by fewz
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1.6 Stat. unc. Tot. unc. Theo. unc. (aMC@NLO)
Figure 8.2: The differential DY cross section dσ/dm in the fiducial region
without FSR correction from dielectron (top) and dimuon channel (bottom).
The experimental result is shown in black color, and it is compared to the
theoretical prediction by MadGraph5 amc@nlo at NLO accuracy (red) The
ratio between theoretical prediction and experimental result is shown in the
bottom panel.
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region where contribution from the photon induced process is expected to
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Figure 8.3: The differential cross section dσ/dm by the combination between
two channels. The result is compared to the theoretical prediction by fewz at
NNLO QCD and NLO EW accuracy with the NNPDF 3.0 PDF set.
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Figure 8.4: The magnified ratio between experimental result and the theoret-
ical prediction shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 8.3 for the mass range below
(left) and above (right) 200GeV. The additional prediction for the photon in-
duced contribution by fewz with LUXqed PDF set on top of DY is added in




The standard model (SM) is one of the most successful theories to describe
the physics of the fundamental particles and their interactions. The recent
and famous triumph of the SM is the discovery of Higgs bosons by LHC
experiments in 2012, which was predicted in 1960s to explain the mass of
the fundamental particles. However, still there are many open questions not
explained by the SM including the dark matter, the non-zero neutrino mass,
asymmetry of matter and anti-matter, and so on.
Therefore, precise measurements of physics quantities predicted by the
SM are considered as one of the important physics programs for the modern
particle physics to test the validity of the SM. In addition, the precise under-
standing of the SM is the basis of the searches for new physics beyond the
SM (BSM) that could explain the unsolved problems. In particular, the infor-
mation on the proton structure, encoded in the parton distribution function
(PDF), is essential to interpret the data from the hadron collider experiments
at the frontier for BSM searches. However, the PDFs cannot be computed in a
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perturbative quantum chromodynamics (QCD) and therefore it is determined
in a global QCD analysis by fitting many experimental data provided from
various precision measurements.
In this context, the measurement of the differential Drell-Yan (DY) cross
section with respect to the dilepton mass dσ/dm is performed. The cross
section is theoretically well understood up to next-to-next-to-leading order
(NNLO) in perturbative QCD, and experimentally its cross section can be
precisely measured thanks to the high efficiency and resolution of leptons in
the final state. Therefore, the measurement can provide the precise test of the
SM. For PDF, the measurement in the mass region up to Z resonance can
provide complementary information of the quark distribution as well as gluon
via higher order effect from perturbative QCD, and the result in the high mass
region is expected to contribute to the constraint of the light anti-quark distri-
bution. The improvement of the sensitivity to new physics searches with lepton
final state is also expected as the DY process is one of the major backgrounds
in such analyses.
The differential cross sections are measured over a wide dilepton mass range
from 15GeV to 3000GeV divided by 43 bins in the dimuon and dielectron
channels. They are based on the proton-proton collisions at the center of mass
energy of 13TeV collected by the Compact Muon Solenoid detector at Large
Hadron Collider, and the corresponding integrated luminosity is 2.3 (2.8)fb−1
for the dimuon (dielectron) channel. The results in the individual channels are
corrected up to the full phase space with the final state radiation (FSR) effect
taken into account. The other results without acceptance and FSR correction,
which minimize the theoretical inputs and have lower uncertainty, are also pre-
sented. To achieve better precision, the full phase space results in two channels
are combined after taking into account the correlation between channels and
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measurement bins. The presented results are compared to the NLO and NNLO
predictions at perturbative QCD calculated by MadGraph5 amc@nlo and
fewz respectively with NNPDF 3.0 PDF, and the experimental result shows
good agreement with the theoretical prediction within uncertainties.
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The efficiency of muons are parametrized in muon pT and η following the
binning below:
• pT: 10, 22, 40, 70, 250 GeV
• η: −2.4, − 1.2, − 0.3, 0.3, 1.2, 2.4
The fitting on the tag and probe dimuon mass distribution is performed
to subtract the contribution from the backgrounds not coming from Z boson
events. For the fitting, Double Voigtian and exponential functions are used for
the signal and background shape respectively. The example of the fit result is
shown in Fig. A.1.
The offline selection efficiency of single muon εµ is factorized in following
way:
εµ = εreco+id · εiso (A.1)
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Figure A.1: Example of fit result in the muon tag-and-probe method.
where εreco+id is the reconstruction and identification efficiency and εiso is
the isolation efficiency. εreco+id is defined as the fraction of muons passing the
ID used in the analysis (high-pT muon ID) with respect to the general tracks.
Similarly, εiso is defined as the fraction of muons passing the tracker-based
isolation with respect to the muons passing high-pT muon ID (numerator of
εreco+id).
Finally, the efficiency of a dimuon event εevent can be obtained by the
formula below:
εevent = εℓ1 × εℓ2 × εevent, trig (A.2)
where εℓ1,2 is the offline selection efficiency of two muons, and εevent, trig
is the event trigger efficiency. As the single muon trigger is used in the anal-
ysis, εevent, trig can be obtained by factorizing into the single muon trigger
efficiencies for each muon εµ,trig, defined as the fraction of muons matched to
a trigger object with respect to the offline muons passing ID and isolation
condition (numerator of εiso):
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ε(event, trig) = 1− P (both muons, failed)
= 1− (1− ε(µ1, trig)) · (1− ε(µ2, trig))
= ε(µ1, trig) + ε(µ2, trig)− ε(µ1, trig) · ε(µ2, trig),
(A.3)
It reflects the fact that the event is fired unless both muons fail to fire the
single muon trigger.
In the analysis, there was a dedicated treatment on the trigger efficiency
in the dimuon channel. During the 2015 data taking, the working point for
the isolation in the isolated single muon trigger was tuned, and it leads the
improvement of the trigger efficiency. Therefore, the trigger efficiency is mea-
sured separately for the data before the isolation update (HLT configuration
version 4.2 with run≤ 257932 or denoted as HLT v4.2) and after the update
(HLT v4.3 with with run≥ 257933). The scale factor is computed and applied
separately to each subset of the data.
The efficiency results obtained by tag-and-probe method are shown in
Fig. A.2 (εreco+id), Fig. A.3 (εiso), Fig. A.4 (εµ,trig for HLT v4.2 data) and
Fig. A.5 (εµ,trig for HLT v4.3 data).
A.2 Dielectron channel
The electron efficiency is parametrized in electron pT and η following the
binning below:
• pT: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 200 GeV
• η: −2.5, −2.0, −1.566, −1.4442, −0.8, 0, 0.8, 1.4442, 1.566, 2.0, 2.5
The efficiency values in the gap between the barrel and endcap of ECAL
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Figure A.2: Muon reconstruction and identification efficiency as a function of
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Figure A.3: Muon isolation efficiency as a function of pT obtained from the
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Figure A.4: Muon trigger efficiency (HLT v4.2 data) as a function of pT
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Figure A.5: Muon trigger efficiency (HLT v4.3 data) as a function of pT
obtained from the tag-and-probe method for each eta region.
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not used in the analysis. The electrons in the gap are excluded in the event
selection procedure as described in Section 5.3.2.
Similar to the dimuon channel, the fitting is performed on the dielectron
mass distribution to subtract the backgrounds. However, simple counting is
used for the trigger efficiency measurement without fitting because the contri-
bution from the backgrounds is negligible due to the tight conditions on the
probe. To fit the data distribution, the shape of the dielectron mass distribu-
tion near Z resonance is taken from the Z→ ℓℓ MC sample (MC template)
bin by bin and used in the fitting with the Gaussian smearing to describe
resolution effects. For the background shape, the combination of exponential
and error function (“CMS shape”) is used.
The factorization of the offline selection efficiency for electron is slightly
different with the muon case:
εe = εreco · εid+iso (A.4)
where εreco is the electron reconstruction efficiency and εid+iso is the identi-
fication and isolation efficiency. εreco is defined as the fraction of reconstructed
electrons over total number of supercluster. εid+iso is defined as the fraction
of electrons passing ID and isolation requirement used in the analysis with
respect to total reconstructed electrons.
Finally, the event efficiency is computed following the same way used in
the dimuon channel with (A.2) and (A.3).
The efficiency results for the electrons are shown in Fig. A.6 (εreco), Fig. A.7
































































































































































































Figure A.6: Electron reconstruction efficiency as a function of η obtained from
































































































































































































Figure A.7: Electron ID and isolation efficiency as a function of η obtained


























































































































































Figure A.8: Electron trigger efficiency as a function of η obtained from the
tag-and-probe method for each pT region. The first bin (10 < pT < 20GeV) is
not included because it is far below the pT threshold of the trigger (23GeV)
and the efficiency is basically zero.
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Appendix B
Table for the systematic
uncertainties
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Table B.1: Summary of the systematic uncertainties (%) for the dσ/dm
(pb/GeV) measurement in the dimuon channel (m < 120GeV). The column
labelled “Total” corresponds to the quadratic sum of all the experimental
sources, except for that Acceptance+PDF.
m Eff. Det. resol. Bkgr. est. FSR Total Acceptance+PDF
(GeV) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
15–20 3.5 1.9 0.28 0.13 4.0 5.6
20–25 3.5 1.6 0.61 0.26 3.9 4.8
25–30 3.6 1.3 0.45 0.35 3.9 12
30–35 4.0 1.1 0.89 0.38 4.3 9.5
35–40 4.2 1.0 0.98 0.39 4.5 5.6
40–45 4.0 0.95 1.3 0.40 4.3 2.0
45–50 3.3 0.94 1.2 0.47 3.7 1.6
50–55 2.7 0.94 1.1 0.65 3.1 1.7
55–60 2.3 0.95 1.2 0.89 2.9 1.8
60–64 2.1 0.94 0.83 1.1 2.7 2.0
64–68 1.6 0.91 0.72 1.3 2.4 2.0
68–72 1.4 0.86 0.66 1.5 2.3 2.1
72–76 1.1 0.82 0.30 1.5 2.1 2.1
76–81 1.0 0.83 0.20 1.5 2.0 2.1
81–86 1.1 0.94 0.082 1.6 2.1 2.0
86–91 1.3 1.2 0.042 1.6 2.4 2.0
91–96 1.4 1.6 0.042 1.8 2.8 1.9
96–101 1.5 1.9 0.075 1.9 3.1 1.7
101–106 1.6 2.2 0.20 1.9 3.3 1.6
106–110 1.7 2.4 0.46 1.9 3.5 1.4
110–115 1.8 2.5 0.73 1.8 3.6 1.3
115–120 1.9 2.6 1.0 1.6 3.8 1.2
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Table B.2: Summary of the systematic uncertainties (%) for the dσ/dm
(pb/GeV) measurement in the dimuon channel (m > 120GeV). The column
labelled “Total” corresponds to the quadratic sum of all the experimental
sources, except for that Acceptance+PDF.
m Eff. Det. resol. Bkgr. est. FSR Total Acceptance+PDF
(GeV) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
120–126 2.1 2.8 1.4 1.5 4.0 1.1
126–133 2.3 2.9 1.8 1.5 4.4 1.1
133–141 2.3 3.1 2.2 1.6 4.7 1.0
141–150 2.4 3.3 2.6 1.9 5.2 0.98
150–160 2.4 3.6 2.9 2.2 5.6 0.95
160–171 2.7 3.9 3.3 2.2 6.1 1.2
171–185 2.9 4.0 3.8 2.2 6.6 0.88
185–200 3.1 3.8 4.7 2.2 7.1 1.0
200–220 3.4 3.3 5.8 2.3 7.8 1.2
220–243 3.6 2.9 7.0 2.6 8.8 0.90
243–273 3.8 2.6 8.1 2.9 9.8 0.77
273–320 3.9 2.7 8.8 3.3 11 0.73
320–380 3.9 3.2 9.2 3.4 11 0.65
380–440 4.1 4.0 9.5 3.5 12 0.73
440–510 4.2 4.9 9.5 3.6 12 0.64
510–600 4.2 5.5 9.4 3.8 12 0.45
600–700 4.3 6.0 9.1 4.2 12 0.30
700–830 4.3 19 8.7 4.7 22 0.45
830–1000 4.4 18 8.2 5.0 21 0.76
1000–1500 4.5 17 7.9 5.3 20 1.2
1500–3000 4.7 150 7.7 5.5 160 1.7
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Table B.3: Summary of the systematic uncertainties (%) for the dσ/dm
(pb/GeV) measurement in the dielectron channel (m < 120GeV). The col-
umn labelled “Total” corresponds to the quadratic sum of all the experimental
sources, except for that Acceptance+PDF.
m Eff. Det. resol. Bkgr. est. FSR Total Acceptance+PDF
(GeV) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
15–20 3.2 0.73 0.98 3.5 4.9 5.7
20–25 3.1 1.0 1.5 3.1 4.8 4.7
25–30 3.1 1.3 2.0 3.1 5.0 9.5
30–35 3.2 1.5 2.5 3.4 5.5 16
35–40 3.4 1.7 3.3 3.9 6.4 16
40–45 3.4 2.0 4.2 4.2 7.1 14
45–50 3.4 2.2 4.7 4.0 7.3 12
50–55 3.4 2.3 4.6 3.5 7.1 9.4
55–60 3.4 2.5 4.2 2.4 6.4 7.6
60–64 3.5 2.8 3.7 1.1 5.9 6.7
64–68 3.0 3.0 2.8 0.71 5.1 5.6
68–72 2.6 2.9 2.0 0.87 4.5 4.7
72–76 2.4 2.4 1.4 0.96 3.8 4.0
76–81 2.2 1.7 0.77 1.0 3.1 3.4
81–86 2.0 0.97 0.30 1.0 2.4 2.8
86–91 1.7 0.53 0.075 1.3 2.2 2.3
91–96 1.6 0.55 0.060 1.9 2.5 1.9
96–101 1.5 0.88 0.20 2.1 2.7 1.6
101–106 1.4 1.6 0.47 2.1 3.0 1.4
106–110 1.4 2.8 0.81 2.1 3.8 1.2
110–115 1.4 3.6 1.1 2.2 4.6 1.1
115–120 1.4 3.6 1.4 2.4 4.7 1.1
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Table B.4: Summary of the systematic uncertainties (%) for the dσ/dm
(pb/GeV) measurement in the dielectron channel (m > 120GeV). The col-
umn labelled “Total” corresponds to the quadratic sum of all the experimental
sources, except for that Acceptance+PDF.
m Eff. Det. resol. Bkgr. est. FSR Total Acceptance+PDF
(GeV) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%)
120–126 1.4 3.1 1.7 2.9 4.8 1.1
126–133 1.4 2.9 2.1 4.6 6.0 1.1
133–141 1.4 3.0 2.7 6.3 7.6 1.2
141–150 1.5 3.2 3.1 7.0 8.4 1.2
150–160 1.5 3.4 3.5 7.0 8.7 1.1
160–171 1.5 3.4 4.2 7.1 9.1 1.0
171–185 1.6 3.2 4.9 7.1 9.4 0.88
185–200 1.5 2.5 5.8 7.1 9.6 0.84
200–220 1.5 1.6 6.3 7.1 9.8 0.89
220–243 1.6 0.96 6.9 7.2 10 0.73
243–273 1.6 0.81 7.5 6.9 10 0.67
273–320 1.6 0.84 7.9 6.4 10 0.64
320–380 1.6 0.85 8.1 6.3 10 0.56
380–440 1.6 0.88 9.0 6.6 11 0.48
440–510 1.6 0.92 10 6.7 13 0.41
510–600 1.6 0.93 11 8.0 14 0.37
600–700 1.6 0.95 13 11 18 0.32
700–830 1.6 1.0 19 14 24 0.28
830–1000 1.6 0.96 43 14 45 0.25
1000–1500 1.6 0.82 81 13 82 0.36
1500–3000 1.5 0.76 100 12 100 0.66
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Appendix C
Treatment of the correlation and
covariance matrices
The understanding of the correlation in the final result is essential to obtain a
reliable result from the combination between two channels. The central value
and the uncertainty assigned to the combined results depends on the correla-
tion between measurement bins and channels.
The cross section results in each bins are correlated with the values in
the other bins due to several sources that have an effect across multiple mea-
surement bins. The efficiency scale factor is one of the example to create the
correlation between the bins. As the scale factor is parametrized in single lep-
ton variables (pT and η), same scale factor values can be used in the calculation
of the cross sections in different dilepton mass bin. This means that the cross
section in multiple bins can be changed coherently if the scale factor in lepton
pT and η bin is changed within its uncertainty.
The correlation between two channels should be also taken into account as
well as the correlation between measurement bins in each channel. One of the
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example to generate the correlation between channels is the theoretical uncer-
tainty on the acceptance and PDF. The acceptance change due to theoretical
uncertainties should affect the results in both dimuon and dielectron channel.
In the following section, the correlation property will be discussed for all
uncertainties considered in the analysis.
C.1 Correlation property of each uncertainty
C.1.1 Statistical uncertainty
The statistical uncertainty is considered as correlated between measurement
bins because the analysis includes unfolding procedures. In other words, a
change of signal yield in one bin due to the statistical uncertainty could change
the cross section values because the signal yield in the bin is used to compute
several unfolding corrections applied to multiple bins.
C.1.2 Systematic uncertainty
The systematic uncertainty can be divided into several groups according to its
correlation property.
Luminosity uncertainty
The luminosity uncertainty is assigned with one value (2.3%) for entire bins
and same between dimuon and dielectron channel. Therefore, it generate the
correlation not only between measurement bins but between channels.
Acceptance uncertainty
As described above, the uncertainty associated to the acceptance comes from
the theoretical parts, and it is universal for the dimuon and dielectron channel.
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The change of the acceptance due to the theoretical uncertainty simultaneously
affect dimuon and dielectron channels. Obviously, It should be considered as
100% correlated between channels.
The other systematic uncertainties
The other systematic uncertainties are divided into “statistical” and “sys-
tematic” components. The statistical components means uncertainty sources
related to limited statistics. For example, in the background uncertainty, the
uncertainty due to the finite statistics in the data control sample is consid-
ered as the statistical component. They are considered as correlated between
measurement bins due to the same reason with the statistical uncertainty.
The other uncertainty sources are categorized as systematic components.
They are usually the uncertainties from the comparison with the other ap-
proach with respect to the nominal method used in the analysis. They are
considered as uncorrelated in general, except for the uncertainty from the
efficiency scale factor, which has correlation between bins.
The exact categorization for each uncertainty is listed below:
Background uncertainty
• Statistical components
– Uncertainty propagated from the statistical uncertainty on the fake
rate (for backgrounds estimated by fake rate method)
– Uncertainty propagated from the statistical uncertainty on eµ con-
trol sample (for backgrounds estimated by eµ method)
– Uncertainty due to the limited MC statistics (for backgrounds es-
timated by MC prediction)
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• Systematic components
– Difference between template fitting and ratio method (for back-
grounds estimated by fake rate method)
– Difference with the MC prediction (for backgrounds estimated by
eµ method)
– Uncertainty of the cross section used in the normalization (for back-
grounds estimated by MC prediction)
Efficiency SF
• Statistical components
– Statistical uncertainty on the tag-and-probe efficiency
• Systematic components
– Tag-and-probe efficiency difference with alternative tag-and-probe
settings (e.g. different fit shape, mass range, etc.)
– Uncertainty due to the different binning (muon channel only)
Detector resolution
• Statistical components
– Uncertainty from the momentum or energy scale and resolution
corrections
– Uncertainty from the limited MC statistics used in response matrix
calculation
• Systematic components




– Uncertainty from the limited MC statistics used in response matrix
calculation
• Systematic components
– Difference of response matrix from different MC generator (PHO-
TOS)
C.2 Covariance matrices
Two ways are used to estimate the covariance matrices for each correlation
source. If the correlation is assumed to be 100% (i.e. acceptance uncertainty
and luminosity uncertainty), the construction of the covariance matrix is
straightforward as the (i,j) component of the matrix can be (unci × uncj)
where unci,j is the uncertainty of i and jth bin.
For the other correlation sources, the covariance matrix is estimated by
generating multiple final cross section values with smearing the central value
within its uncertainty. The covariance of (i,j) bin cov(i, j) is estimated by
















where N is the number of produced cross sections (2000), σsmeared,ai(j) is ath
smeared cross section for i(j)th bin and σnominali(j) is the nominal cross section
of i(j)th bin.
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The total covariance and correlation matrices for the dimuon channel and
dielectron channel are shown in Fig. C.1. Same set of the matrices for the























































































CMS Supplementary  (13 TeV)-12.3 fb
Total correlation
Figure C.1: The covariance (left) and correlation (right) matrices for the
dimuon (top) and dielectron (bottom) channels. The correlation from the lu-











































CMS Supplementary ) (13 TeV)µµ(-1(ee), 2.8 fb-12.3 fb
Total correlation
Figure C.2: The covariance and correlation matrices for the combined results.
The correlation from the luminosity uncertainty is included.
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Appendix D
Table for Differential DY Cross
Sections
D.1 Cross section in the full phase space
D.2 Fiducial cross section
D.3 Combined result
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Table D.1: Summary of the measured values of dσ/dm (pb/GeV) in the dimuon
channel (m < 120GeV) with the statistical (δstat), experimental (δexp) and
theoretical (δtheo) uncertainties, respectively. Here, δtot is the quadratic sum
of the three components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtheo δtot
15–20 2.5× 102 2.4× 100 1.1× 101 1.4× 101 1.8× 101
20–25 9.9× 101 1.1× 100 4.5× 100 4.7× 100 6.6× 100
25–30 5.3× 101 6.4× 10−1 2.4× 100 6.1× 100 6.6× 100
30–35 2.8× 101 3.0× 10−1 1.4× 100 2.6× 100 3.0× 100
35–40 1.7× 101 1.5× 10−1 8.7× 10−1 9.7× 10−1 1.3× 100
40–45 1.2× 101 9.7× 10−2 5.7× 10−1 2.3× 10−1 6.2× 10−1
45–50 8.5× 100 6.7× 10−2 3.7× 10−1 1.3× 10−1 4.0× 10−1
50–55 6.3× 100 5.5× 10−2 2.4× 10−1 1.1× 10−1 2.7× 10−1
55–60 5.3× 100 5.0× 10−2 2.0× 10−1 9.8× 10−2 2.3× 10−1
60–64 4.9× 100 5.6× 10−2 1.7× 10−1 9.7× 10−2 2.1× 10−1
64–68 4.9× 100 5.8× 10−2 1.6× 10−1 1.0× 10−1 2.0× 10−1
68–72 5.4× 100 5.9× 10−2 1.8× 10−1 1.1× 10−1 2.2× 10−1
72–76 6.5× 100 6.8× 10−2 2.0× 10−1 1.4× 10−1 2.5× 10−1
76–81 9.7× 100 7.0× 10−2 3.0× 10−1 2.0× 10−1 3.7× 10−1
81–86 2.1× 101 1.1× 10−1 6.5× 10−1 4.2× 10−1 7.9× 10−1
86–91 1.5× 102 2.7× 10−1 5.0× 100 2.9× 100 5.8× 100
91–96 1.6× 102 2.7× 10−1 5.9× 100 3.1× 100 6.6× 100
96–101 1.4× 101 8.5× 10−2 5.3× 10−1 2.4× 10−1 5.9× 10−1
101–106 4.9× 100 4.8× 10−2 2.0× 10−1 7.6× 10−2 2.2× 10−1
106–110 2.5× 100 4.3× 10−2 1.1× 10−1 3.6× 10−2 1.2× 10−1
110–115 1.7× 100 2.8× 10−2 7.1× 10−2 2.2× 10−2 8.0× 10−2
115–120 1.1× 100 2.3× 10−2 4.7× 10−2 1.3× 10−2 5.4× 10−2
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Table D.2: Summary of the measured values of dσ/dm (pb/GeV) in the dimuon
channel (m > 120GeV) with the statistical (δstat), experimental (δexp) and
theoretical (δtheo) uncertainties, respectively. Here, δtot is the quadratic sum
of the three components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtheo δtot
120–126 7.6× 10−1 1.8× 10−2 3.5× 10−2 8.6× 10−3 4.1× 10−2
126–133 5.2× 10−1 1.3× 10−2 2.6× 10−2 5.5× 10−3 2.9× 10−2
133–141 3.7× 10−1 1.0× 10−2 1.9× 10−2 3.8× 10−3 2.2× 10−2
141–150 2.7× 10−1 8.0× 10−3 1.6× 10−2 2.7× 10−3 1.8× 10−2
150–160 1.9× 10−1 6.1× 10−3 1.1× 10−2 1.8× 10−3 1.3× 10−2
160–171 1.4× 10−1 5.3× 10−3 9.1× 10−3 1.6× 10−3 1.1× 10−2
171–185 9.1× 10−2 3.6× 10−3 6.4× 10−3 8.0× 10−4 7.3× 10−3
185–200 6.3× 10−2 2.9× 10−3 4.7× 10−3 6.5× 10−4 5.6× 10−3
200–220 4.4× 10−2 1.9× 10−3 3.6× 10−3 5.1× 10−4 4.1× 10−3
220–243 3.0× 10−2 1.5× 10−3 2.7× 10−3 2.7× 10−4 3.1× 10−3
243–273 1.7× 10−2 9.8× 10−4 1.7× 10−3 1.3× 10−4 2.0× 10−3
273–320 9.9× 10−3 5.4× 10−4 1.1× 10−3 7.2× 10−5 1.2× 10−3
320–380 5.3× 10−3 3.4× 10−4 6.0× 10−4 3.4× 10−5 6.9× 10−4
380–440 1.6× 10−3 2.3× 10−4 1.9× 10−4 1.2× 10−5 3.0× 10−4
440–510 1.1× 10−3 1.5× 10−4 1.3× 10−4 6.8× 10−6 2.0× 10−4
510–600 5.7× 10−4 8.9× 10−5 7.1× 10−5 2.6× 10−6 1.1× 10−4
600–700 3.2× 10−4 6.2× 10−5 4.0× 10−5 9.6× 10−7 7.4× 10−5
700–830 8.3× 10−5 3.0× 10−5 1.8× 10−5 3.8× 10−7 3.5× 10−5
830–1000 5.5× 10−5 1.8× 10−5 1.1× 10−5 4.1× 10−7 2.1× 10−5
1000–1500 1.1× 10−5 4.1× 10−6 2.3× 10−6 1.3× 10−7 4.7× 10−6
1500–3000 2.4× 10−7 2.4× 10−7 3.8× 10−7 4.2× 10−9 4.5× 10−7
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Table D.3: Summary of the measured values of dσ/dm (pb/GeV) in the dielec-
tron channel (m < 120GeV) with the statistical (δstat), experimental (δexp)
and theoretical (δtheo) uncertainties, respectively. Here, δtot is the quadratic
sum of the three components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtheo δtot
15–20 2.2× 102 5.4× 100 1.2× 101 1.2× 101 1.8× 101
20–25 1.0× 102 3.0× 100 5.4× 100 4.8× 100 7.9× 100
25–30 5.1× 101 1.8× 100 2.8× 100 4.9× 100 5.9× 100
30–35 2.8× 101 1.1× 100 1.6× 100 4.3× 100 4.7× 100
35–40 1.9× 101 7.3× 10−1 1.3× 100 3.0× 100 3.3× 100
40–45 1.1× 101 4.6× 10−1 8.5× 10−1 1.6× 100 1.8× 100
45–50 8.2× 100 3.2× 10−1 6.3× 10−1 9.5× 10−1 1.2× 100
50–55 5.7× 100 2.6× 10−1 4.2× 10−1 5.3× 10−1 7.3× 10−1
55–60 5.7× 100 2.1× 10−1 3.9× 10−1 4.3× 10−1 6.1× 10−1
60–64 4.3× 100 2.6× 10−1 2.7× 10−1 2.8× 10−1 4.7× 10−1
64–68 4.8× 100 2.4× 10−1 2.7× 10−1 2.7× 10−1 4.5× 10−1
68–72 5.5× 100 2.7× 10−1 2.8× 10−1 2.6× 10−1 4.7× 10−1
72–76 6.8× 100 2.8× 10−1 3.0× 10−1 2.7× 10−1 4.9× 10−1
76–81 1.0× 101 2.9× 10−1 3.8× 10−1 3.4× 10−1 5.9× 10−1
81–86 2.4× 101 3.8× 10−1 8.2× 10−1 6.8× 10−1 1.1× 100
86–91 1.5× 102 6.0× 10−1 4.8× 100 3.4× 100 5.9× 100
91–96 1.5× 102 5.4× 10−1 5.2× 100 3.0× 100 6.1× 100
96–101 1.3× 101 1.8× 10−1 4.7× 10−1 2.1× 10−1 5.5× 10−1
101–106 4.9× 100 1.0× 10−1 1.9× 10−1 6.7× 10−2 2.2× 10−1
106–110 2.6× 100 9.5× 10−2 1.2× 10−1 3.2× 10−2 1.5× 10−1
110–115 1.5× 100 6.2× 10−2 7.7× 10−2 1.7× 10−2 1.0× 10−1
115–120 1.1× 100 4.8× 10−2 5.6× 10−2 1.2× 10−2 7.5× 10−2
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Table D.4: Summary of the measured values of dσ/dm (pb/GeV) in the dielec-
tron channel (m > 120GeV) with the statistical (δstat), experimental (δexp)
and theoretical (δtheo) uncertainties, respectively. Here, δtot is the quadratic
sum of the three components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtheo δtot
120–126 7.9× 10−1 3.5× 10−2 4.2× 10−2 8.8× 10−3 5.6× 10−2
126–133 5.7× 10−1 2.5× 10−2 3.7× 10−2 6.6× 10−3 4.5× 10−2
133–141 3.3× 10−1 1.9× 10−2 2.7× 10−2 3.9× 10−3 3.3× 10−2
141–150 3.1× 10−1 1.6× 10−2 2.7× 10−2 3.6× 10−3 3.1× 10−2
150–160 1.7× 10−1 1.1× 10−2 1.5× 10−2 1.9× 10−3 1.9× 10−2
160–171 1.4× 10−1 8.9× 10−3 1.3× 10−2 1.4× 10−3 1.6× 10−2
171–185 1.0× 10−1 6.5× 10−3 9.8× 10−3 9.0× 10−4 1.2× 10−2
185–200 5.4× 10−2 4.4× 10−3 5.4× 10−3 4.6× 10−4 6.9× 10−3
200–220 4.3× 10−2 3.2× 10−3 4.3× 10−3 3.8× 10−4 5.4× 10−3
220–243 3.0× 10−2 2.4× 10−3 3.2× 10−3 2.2× 10−4 4.0× 10−3
243–273 1.5× 10−2 1.5× 10−3 1.6× 10−3 1.0× 10−4 2.2× 10−3
273–320 9.3× 10−3 7.9× 10−4 9.9× 10−4 6.0× 10−5 1.3× 10−3
320–380 4.9× 10−3 5.0× 10−4 5.2× 10−4 2.8× 10−5 7.2× 10−4
380–440 2.8× 10−3 3.6× 10−4 3.2× 10−4 1.3× 10−5 4.8× 10−4
440–510 5.0× 10−4 1.9× 10−4 6.4× 10−5 2.0× 10−6 2.0× 10−4
510–600 5.9× 10−4 1.2× 10−4 8.3× 10−5 2.2× 10−6 1.4× 10−4
600–700 3.2× 10−4 8.2× 10−5 5.6× 10−5 1.0× 10−6 1.0× 10−4
700–830 5.9× 10−5 3.5× 10−5 1.4× 10−5 1.7× 10−7 3.8× 10−5
830–1000 9.6× 10−6 5.6× 10−6 4.3× 10−6 2.5× 10−8 7.1× 10−6
1000–1500 9.1× 10−6 5.0× 10−6 7.5× 10−6 3.3× 10−8 9.0× 10−6
1500–3000 4.3× 10−7 4.3× 10−7 4.4× 10−7 2.8× 10−9 6.2× 10−7
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Table D.5: Summary of the measured values of fiducial dσ/dm (pb/GeV) (with
no FSR correction applied) in the dimuon channel (m < 120GeV) with the
statistical (δstat) and experimental (δexp) uncertainties shown separately. Here,
δtot is the quadratic sum of the two components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtot
15–20 1.2× 100 1.1× 10−2 5.5× 10−2 5.6× 10−2
20–25 9.0× 10−1 9.8× 10−3 4.0× 10−2 4.2× 10−2
25–30 9.2× 10−1 1.1× 10−2 4.2× 10−2 4.3× 10−2
30–35 1.3× 100 1.3× 10−2 6.1× 10−2 6.3× 10−2
35–40 1.7× 100 1.5× 10−2 8.6× 10−2 8.7× 10−2
40–45 2.1× 100 1.7× 10−2 1.0× 10−1 1.0× 10−1
45–50 2.3× 100 1.7× 10−2 1.0× 10−1 1.0× 10−1
50–55 2.1× 100 1.7× 10−2 8.1× 10−2 8.2× 10−2
55–60 2.1× 100 1.7× 10−2 7.5× 10−2 7.7× 10−2
60–64 2.2× 100 2.0× 10−2 7.2× 10−2 7.5× 10−2
64–68 2.4× 100 2.2× 10−2 7.2× 10−2 7.6× 10−2
68–72 2.8× 100 2.3× 10−2 8.1× 10−2 8.4× 10−2
72–76 3.5× 100 2.7× 10−2 9.6× 10−2 9.9× 10−2
76–81 5.4× 100 2.8× 10−2 1.4× 10−1 1.5× 10−1
81–86 1.1× 101 4.5× 10−2 3.1× 10−1 3.1× 10−1
86–91 6.8× 101 1.1× 10−1 2.0× 100 2.0× 100
91–96 6.9× 101 1.1× 10−1 2.2× 100 2.2× 100
96–101 6.1× 100 3.6× 10−2 2.1× 10−1 2.1× 10−1
101–106 2.2× 100 2.0× 10−2 7.8× 10−2 8.1× 10−2
106–110 1.2× 100 1.9× 10−2 4.3× 10−2 4.7× 10−2
110–115 7.6× 10−1 1.2× 10−2 3.0× 10−2 3.2× 10−2
115–120 5.0× 10−1 1.0× 10−2 2.1× 10−2 2.3× 10−2
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Table D.6: Summary of the measured values of fiducial dσ/dm (pb/GeV) (with
no FSR correction applied) in the dimuon channel (m > 120GeV) with the
statistical (δstat) and experimental (δexp) uncertainties shown separately. Here,
δtot is the quadratic sum of the two components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtot
120–126 3.6× 10−1 7.9× 10−3 1.6× 10−2 1.8× 10−2
126–133 2.5× 10−1 5.8× 10−3 1.2× 10−2 1.3× 10−2
133–141 1.8× 10−1 4.5× 10−3 8.9× 10−3 1.0× 10−2
141–150 1.3× 10−1 3.7× 10−3 7.2× 10−3 8.1× 10−3
150–160 9.4× 10−2 2.9× 10−3 5.3× 10−3 6.1× 10−3
160–171 6.9× 10−2 2.5× 10−3 4.2× 10−3 4.9× 10−3
171–185 4.7× 10−2 1.7× 10−3 3.1× 10−3 3.6× 10−3
185–200 3.3× 10−2 1.4× 10−3 2.4× 10−3 2.8× 10−3
200–220 2.4× 10−2 9.7× 10−4 1.9× 10−3 2.1× 10−3
220–243 1.6× 10−2 7.7× 10−4 1.4× 10−3 1.6× 10−3
243–273 9.8× 10−3 5.3× 10−4 9.4× 10−4 1.1× 10−3
273–320 5.8× 10−3 3.1× 10−4 6.0× 10−4 6.7× 10−4
320–380 3.2× 10−3 2.0× 10−4 3.4× 10−4 3.9× 10−4
380–440 1.0× 10−3 1.4× 10−4 1.2× 10−4 1.8× 10−4
440–510 7.2× 10−4 9.6× 10−5 8.5× 10−5 1.3× 10−4
510–600 4.0× 10−4 6.0× 10−5 4.8× 10−5 7.6× 10−5
600–700 2.3× 10−4 4.3× 10−5 2.7× 10−5 5.0× 10−5
700–830 6.4× 10−5 2.1× 10−5 1.4× 10−5 2.5× 10−5
830–1000 4.2× 10−5 1.4× 10−5 8.4× 10−6 1.6× 10−5
1000–1500 8.9× 10−6 3.3× 10−6 1.8× 10−6 3.8× 10−6
1500–3000 2.1× 10−7 2.1× 10−7 3.2× 10−7 3.8× 10−7
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Table D.7: Summary of the measured values of fiducial dσ/dm (pb/GeV) (with
no FSR correction applied) in the dielectron channel (m < 120GeV) with the
statistical (δstat) and experimental (δexp) uncertainties shown separately. Here,
δtot is the quadratic sum of the two components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtot
15–20 5.5× 10−1 1.3× 10−2 2.3× 10−2 2.6× 10−2
20–25 4.4× 10−1 1.2× 10−2 1.9× 10−2 2.3× 10−2
25–30 3.9× 10−1 1.2× 10−2 1.7× 10−2 2.1× 10−2
30–35 3.6× 10−1 1.3× 10−2 1.7× 10−2 2.2× 10−2
35–40 5.1× 10−1 1.8× 10−2 2.9× 10−2 3.4× 10−2
40–45 6.7× 10−1 2.3× 10−2 4.1× 10−2 4.7× 10−2
45–50 1.0× 100 3.1× 10−2 6.7× 10−2 7.4× 10−2
50–55 1.2× 100 3.8× 10−2 8.0× 10−2 8.9× 10−2
55–60 1.8× 100 4.3× 10−2 1.1× 10−1 1.2× 10−1
60–64 2.0× 100 6.0× 10−2 1.2× 10−1 1.4× 10−1
64–68 2.6× 100 6.7× 10−2 1.4× 10−1 1.6× 10−1
68–72 3.2× 100 7.6× 10−2 1.6× 10−1 1.8× 10−1
72–76 4.3× 100 8.3× 10−2 1.9× 10−1 2.0× 10−1
76–81 6.5× 100 8.7× 10−2 2.4× 10−1 2.5× 10−1
81–86 1.4× 101 1.2× 10−1 4.3× 10−1 4.5× 10−1
86–91 5.9× 101 1.9× 10−1 1.7× 100 1.7× 100
91–96 5.0× 101 1.7× 10−1 1.4× 100 1.4× 100
96–101 4.7× 100 5.9× 10−2 1.4× 10−1 1.5× 10−1
101–106 1.8× 100 3.4× 10−2 5.8× 10−2 6.7× 10−2
106–110 1.0× 100 3.1× 10−2 4.0× 10−2 5.1× 10−2
110–115 6.1× 10−1 2.1× 10−2 2.8× 10−2 3.5× 10−2
115–120 4.4× 10−1 1.7× 10−2 2.1× 10−2 2.7× 10−2
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Table D.8: Summary of the measured values of fiducial dσ/dm (pb/GeV) (with
no FSR correction applied) in the dielectron channel (m > 120GeV) with the
statistical (δstat) and experimental (δexp) uncertainties shown separately. Here,
δtot is the quadratic sum of the two components.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δstat δexp δtot
120–126 3.3× 10−1 1.3× 10−2 1.5× 10−2 1.9× 10−2
126–133 2.4× 10−1 9.3× 10−3 1.1× 10−2 1.4× 10−2
133–141 1.4× 10−1 7.0× 10−3 7.0× 10−3 9.9× 10−3
141–150 1.3× 10−1 5.9× 10−3 7.0× 10−3 9.2× 10−3
150–160 7.9× 10−2 4.4× 10−3 4.4× 10−3 6.3× 10−3
160–171 6.2× 10−2 3.5× 10−3 3.7× 10−3 5.1× 10−3
171–185 4.6× 10−2 2.6× 10−3 3.0× 10−3 3.9× 10−3
185–200 2.7× 10−2 1.9× 10−3 1.9× 10−3 2.6× 10−3
200–220 2.1× 10−2 1.4× 10−3 1.5× 10−3 2.1× 10−3
220–243 1.5× 10−2 1.1× 10−3 1.1× 10−3 1.6× 10−3
243–273 7.9× 10−3 6.7× 10−4 6.4× 10−4 9.3× 10−4
273–320 5.0× 10−3 4.0× 10−4 4.2× 10−4 5.8× 10−4
320–380 2.8× 10−3 2.6× 10−4 2.4× 10−4 3.5× 10−4
380–440 1.6× 10−3 1.9× 10−4 1.5× 10−4 2.4× 10−4
440–510 3.4× 10−4 1.1× 10−4 3.6× 10−5 1.1× 10−4
510–600 3.7× 10−4 6.6× 10−5 4.3× 10−5 7.9× 10−5
600–700 1.9× 10−4 4.9× 10−5 2.7× 10−5 5.5× 10−5
700–830 3.9× 10−5 2.2× 10−5 7.6× 10−6 2.3× 10−5
830–1000 8.0× 10−6 4.6× 10−6 3.4× 10−6 5.7× 10−6
1000–1500 6.6× 10−6 3.5× 10−6 5.4× 10−6 6.4× 10−6
1500–3000 3.2× 10−7 3.2× 10−7 3.2× 10−7 4.6× 10−7
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Table D.9: Summary of the combined values of dσ/dm (pb/GeV) using the
results from both the dimuon and dielectron channels (m < 120GeV). Here,
δtot is the quadratic sum of the statistical, experimental and theoretical un-
certainties.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δtot
15–20 2.3× 102 1.6× 101
20–25 1.0× 102 6.3× 100
25–30 5.2× 101 5.7× 100
30–35 2.8× 101 3.0× 100
35–40 1.8× 101 1.3× 100
40–45 1.2× 101 6.1× 10−1
45–50 8.5× 100 3.9× 10−1
50–55 6.2× 100 2.7× 10−1
55–60 5.4× 100 2.3× 10−1
60–64 4.8× 100 2.0× 10−1
64–68 4.9× 100 2.0× 10−1
68–72 5.4× 100 2.2× 10−1
72–76 6.6× 100 2.6× 10−1
76–81 9.8× 100 3.7× 10−1
81–86 2.2× 101 7.9× 10−1
86–91 1.5× 102 5.2× 100
91–96 1.6× 102 5.6× 100
96–101 1.3× 101 4.8× 10−1
101–106 4.9× 100 1.8× 10−1
106–110 2.6× 100 1.1× 10−1
110–115 1.6× 100 6.8× 10−2
115–120 1.1× 100 4.7× 10−2
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Table D.10: Summary of the combined values of dσ/dm (pb/GeV) using the
results from both the dimuon and dielectron channels (m > 120GeV). Here,
δtot is the quadratic sum of the statistical, experimental and theoretical un-
certainties.
m(GeV) dσdm (pb/GeV) δtot
120–126 7.7× 10−1 3.5× 10−2
126–133 5.4× 10−1 2.6× 10−2
133–141 3.6× 10−1 1.9× 10−2
141–150 2.8× 10−1 1.6× 10−2
150–160 1.8× 10−1 1.1× 10−2
160–171 1.4× 10−1 9.1× 10−3
171–185 9.4× 10−2 6.4× 10−3
185–200 6.0× 10−2 4.5× 10−3
200–220 4.4× 10−2 3.3× 10−3
220–243 3.0× 10−2 2.5× 10−3
243–273 1.6× 10−2 1.5× 10−3
273–320 9.6× 10−3 8.9× 10−4
320–380 5.1× 10−3 5.0× 10−4
380–440 1.9× 10−3 2.5× 10−4
440–510 7.9× 10−4 1.4× 10−4
510–600 5.8× 10−4 8.9× 10−5
600–700 3.2× 10−4 6.0× 10−5
700–830 7.2× 10−5 2.6× 10−5
830–1000 1.4× 10−5 6.7× 10−6
1000–1500 1.1× 10−5 4.2× 10−6
1500–3000 3.1× 10−7 3.6× 10−7
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초록
본 연구에서는 뮤온 채널(muon channel)과 전자 채널(electron channel)에서 두
렙톤(lepton)의 불변 질량(invariant mass)에 대한 드렐-얀 과정(Drell-Yan pro-
cess)의 미분 산란 단면적을 15GeV 부터 3000GeV 까지 측정하였다. 이를 통해
표준 모형(standard model)에 대한 정밀한 검증 뿐만 아니라 양성자 구조에 대
한 이해를 향상시키는 데 목적이 있다. 이 결과는 넓은 불변 질량 범위에 대한
드렐-얀 산란단면적 측정 중 13TeV 질량 중심 에너지 데이터를 사용한 첫 번째
결과이다. 이 연구에서는 대형 강입자 충돌기(Large Hadron Collider)의 CMS
(Compact Muon Solenoid) 검출기에서 받은 양성자-양성자 충돌 데이터를 사
용하였으며, 누적 광도(integrated luminosity)는 뮤온 채널과 전자 채널 각각
2.8fb−1 과 2.3fb−1 이다. 각 채널에서의 미분 산란 단면적은 이론적인 보정치를
추가한 것과 추가하지 않은 것, 두 가지 모두 포함하였다. 또한, 더 나은 정밀도를
위해 두 채널 결과의 결합도 진행하였다. 미분 산란단면적 결과는 양자 색역학
(quantum chromodynamics)의 예측과 비교하였으며 주어진 정밀도 내에서 잘
일치함을 확인하였다.
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